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PREFACE
The ‘Life Cycle Assessment of the Follo Line – Infrastructure’ project has been initiated by the
Ministry of Transport and Communications in the National Transport Plan 2010-2019. The project’s
aim has been to develop a framework for the calculation and reporting of the climate and
environmental impact of Norwegian National Rail Administration construction projects. The
framework of the life cycle assessment will be used in all major Norwegian National Rail
Administration investment projects.
The ‘Life Cycle Assessment of the Follo Line – Infrastructure’ has been produced by Asplan Viak AS on
behalf of the Norwegian National Rail Administration. The project has been conducted as part of the
Environmental Impact Assessment on the construction of a new double track line between Oslo and
Ski, the Follo Line.
The Project Manager for the Norwegian National Rail Administration has been Håvard Kjerkol. Esben
Rude has been the Project Manager from Asplan Viak. Kjell Lønne has been Project Manager for the
‘Life Cycle Assessment of the Follo Line – Infrastructure’, with Øyvind Dalen and Anna-Rita Korsmo as
project assistants. MiSA/Håvard Bergsdal has been subcontractor on the project, developing the
assessment model and framework. ViaNova/Erling Graarud/Åsmund Holen have provided the
material volumes and energy consumption used in formulating the assessment. The report has been
quality controlled by Johan Pettersen/MiSA.

The Norwegian National Rail Administration’s Development Division, 6th May 2011

Håvard Kjerkol

Anne-Kathrine Kalager

Project Manager

Project Director
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT
1.1 Project description for the ‘Follo Line’
The new double track line Oslo – Ski (The
Follo Line) is referred to in Government
White Paper no. 16 (2009) – National
Transport Plan 2010-2019. The project is
planned to be undertaken as a continuous
development programme with construction
scheduled to commence in 2013 with
completion in 2018.
The Follo Line will be a high-speed railway
between Oslo Central Station and Ski,
designed as a tunnel construction. The
project represents the first stage in the
development of a high-speed railway to
Europe.
Through further planning, the Norwegian
National Rail Administration, as the
developer, will determine the project’s final
design. This applies to both the final route
of the line, in addition to the selection of a
solution for the section of the corridor
which enter Oslo Central Station, as well as
technical solutions and construction
principles.
Tunnel concept
The corridor of the Follo Line comprises two
continuous deep tunnels, one in each
direction, with an open section entering
Oslo Central Station and Ski station. It has
not been determined whether the tunnels
will be blasted or bored.

Figure 1-1: Sketch map showing the project proposals for
the placement of rigging areas and construction sites, as
well as potential adits.

Entry to Oslo Central Station
The alignment entering Oslo Central Station
will be an open section comprising crossover culverts in conjunction with other lines.
In this respect, three different alternatives
are being examined.
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A more detailed description of these alternatives may be found in the Environmental Impact
Assessment.
Entry to Ski station
The section of the corridor that enters Ski station comprises an open section and cross-over zone
with the Østfold Line.
Rigging areas and construction sites
The acreage requirements during the construction phase will depend upon the method of
construction. If a TBM (tunnel boring machine) is chosen as the method of tunnel construction,
certain rigging areas and construction sites may be excluded. Rigging areas are shown in the figure
above.
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1.2 Life Cycle Assessment of the Follo Line
The Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of the Follo Line project is a sub-project under the research work
into the Follo Line and has been initiated by the Ministry of Transport and Communications with the
National Transport Plan (NTP) 2010-2019 as a background. The plan imposes requirements on
transport agencies regarding how they report the impact on local and global climate of long term
structural changes to transport systems. The development of a framework for calculating and
reporting has been coordinated between the respective transport agencies who have endeavoured
to develop tools based on a collective methodology that permits comparisons to be made of the
potential environmental impact of different transport systems.
The objective of the Norwegian National Rail Administration is to develop a framework that provides
a basis for the quantification, budgeting and reporting of the anticipated climate and environmental
impact of its own construction projects. The first version of the framework has been developed by
establishing an LCA for the construction of the Follo Line. The Norwegian National Rail Administration
has chosen to develop a framework which, in addition to the impact on climate, also quantifies other
relevant aspects of environmental impact in terms of construction, operation and maintenance of
the Follo Line’s railway infrastructure.
The LCA method deals with the environmental impact of all the main phases of the railway
infrastructure from a life cycle perspective. Further, an LCA involves a comparison and quantification
of input factors and total environmental impact for the life cycle of the Follo Line, and includes
construction, operation/maintenance and waste/infrastructure disposal in relation to a 60 year
calculation period. The LCA of the Follo Line’s infrastructure represents a major, complex model with
numerous input factors and processes. A general description of the method, as well as some
definitions and common issues in an LCA are given in Appendix 1.

1.3 Literature study – selection of method
This chapter presents a selection of the most relevant literature that forms the basis for the choice of
procedure and methodology.
1. Miljödeklarerad infrastruktur – Metodutveckling för miljöbedömning av infrastruktursystem,
2003. (Environmental declaration of infrastructure – Development of methodology for
environmental assessment of infrastructure systems, 2003. Swedish only.)
By Uppenberg, Stripple, Ribbenhed/IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute AB.
The report presents the development of methodology to facilitate the environmental
declaration of infrastructure for, respectively, rail transport and air transport, in order to draw
comparisons between various transport infrastructure solutions. It identifies the most significant
environmental consequences for the various parts of the infrastructure. A great deal of the data
basis for railway infrastructure has been obtained from the Bothnia Line, while airport
infrastructure is based on an average Swedish airport.
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The proposed model for the environmental declaration of railway infrastructure includes
production, operation and maintenance of the entire infrastructure system. The service life of
the system has been set at 60 years. The production, operation and maintenance of the
respective forms of transport have not been included in the calculations. The contribution of
individual components to climate change, eutrophication, acidification, ozone depletion and
photochemical smog has been examined, as well as consumption of non-renewable and
renewable forms of energy and other resources, including impacts from hazardous waste and
other types of waste.
Based on LCA`s, key environmental figures have been calculated that describe the
environmental consequences of infrastructure measures as a whole, seen in the context of the
benefits of such measures. To a certain extent, these key figures may be used to compare the
measures with other infrastructure initiatives. For example, it has been calculated that the
construction of the Bothnia Line has an impact on climate change of 0.013 kg CO2 eq. per
transport kilometre for the transportation of one person or one ton of goods, based on a traffic
prognosis and service life of 60 years.
Key figures have also been calculated showing the level of impact from individual elements that
form part of the infrastructure. These results, which show where the potential for improvement
in relation to environmental impact is greatest, may be used when planning new infrastructure.
Steel component and cement production constitute the most significant contribution to total
impact on climate change, as well as a reduction in CO2 binding as a consequence of
deforestation along the corridor. Steel represents 36% of total impact on climate change from
the development of railway infrastructure on the Bothnia Line, compared to 28% for
deforestation, 11% for cement and 7% for construction work.
The report contains a comprehensive product declaration for railway infrastructure.
2. Energi- og miljøkonsekvenser av moderne transportsystemer. (The consequences of modern
transport systems upon energy and the environment. Norwegian only.) Effekter ved bygging av
høyhastighetsbaner i Norge, 2008. (The effects of building high-speed rail lines in Norway,
2008. Norwegian only.)
By Schlaupittz/Norwegian Society for the Conservation of Nature.
The report discusses a study of energy consumption and impact on climate change from a life
cycle perspective for high-speed trains, road transport and air transport for intermediate and
long distance traffic. The analysis covers construction, operation and infrastructure
maintenance, transport performance, as well as production and maintenance of the respective
forms of transport. The calculations are based on a projected route between Gardermoen and
Trondheim. The service life/calculation period of the planned infrastructure is set to 100 years.
The calculations have principally been made for passenger transport.
The study examines four primary processes:
1. Energy consumption of the respective forms of transport.
2. Energy consumption and impact on climate change from the production and
distribution of energy for powering the respective forms of transport.
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3. Energy consumption and impact on climate change from the production and
maintenance of the respective forms of transport.
4. Energy consumption and impact on climate change from construction, operation and
maintenance of infrastructure.
In respect of the calculation of energy consumption and impact on climate change, this is
examined from, respectively, the one-time impact resulting from the development of
infrastructure, time-dependent impact (regardless of use) and use-dependent impact. This
makes it possible to assess energy consumption and level of environmental impact in relation to
the degree of utilisation.
The principal findings of the study were as follows:
Construction of a double track high-speed rail line, results in total impact on climate change of
4,100 ton CO2 equivalents per km of line, or 49 ton per km per year over a 100 year period. In
addition to this is use-dependent wear and tear. Construction of a single track line with passing
loops would reduce total environmental impact by around 25%. In the operational phase, the
difference between single track lines and double track lines is even less.
In respect of the construction phase, the double track high-speed line produces somewhat
higher impact on climate change compared to a 4-lane motorway, although the high-speed rail
line emerges favourably if the operational phase is included in the calculations.
Converted into impact on climate change per person kilometre, a double track high-speed rail
line will emit between 0.017 and 0.027 kg CO2 equivalents, a 4-lane motorway will emit between
0.066 and 0.079 kg CO2 eq., while air transport will emit between 0.146 and 1.90 kg CO2 eq. The
variations apply to, respectively, long distance and intermediate distance transport. The
calculated impact on climate change applies to the total impact level from all four primary
processes.
The calculations are based on a projected transport corridor with an estimated proportion of
tunnels and bridges.
Otherwise, the report contains extensive background information that may be utilised in an
assessment of the impact on climate change during construction, operation and maintenance of
transport infrastructure (based on climate data from the GEMIS database), as well as a
comprehensive reference list.

3. Product category rules (PCR) for preparing an environmental product declaration (EPD) for Rail
Transport and Railway infrastructure, 2009.
By Uppenberg/Swedish Environmental Management Council.
Describes the procedure for conducting an LCA and other environmental analyses as the basis
for the formulation of an environmental declaration for a railway project in which the
environmental impact from both infrastructure and transport are taken into consideration. The
methodology development is based on ISO 14025 and ISO 14040 and draws upon experience
gained from construction of the Bothnia Line in Sweden. The document puts forward proposals
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for system boundaries when conducting environmental analyses that form the basis of the
environmental declaration. The methodology has been developed to assess passenger or goods
transport, a combination of both forms of transport, as well as the environmental impact of
trains and infrastructure. Based on the proposed methodology, environmental data may be
established in order to compare various system solutions for a section of railway line, as well to
draw comparisons with other transport solutions for the same section of line/transport corridor.
The methodology may also be used to assess and minimise the environmental impact of various
materials used in the infrastructure (for example, to assess the different types of steel used to
make rails).
The report lists possible sources for obtaining generic environmental data for various
infrastructure elements, including the Ecoinvent database.
The proposals for the methodology regarding the formulation of a life cycle assessment for the
Follo Line are largely based on this document.
4. EPD Botniabanan. Environmental Product Declaration for the Railway Infrastructure on the
Bothnia Line. Reg. no. S-P-00196, UN CPC 53212, 2010-03-19.R
The environmental product declaration (EPD) describes the total environmental impact of the
Bothnia Line’s railway infrastructure from a life cycle perspective. The transport phase has not
been included in this EPD. In accordance with the international EPD system, this is based on ISO
14025 and PCR in ref. (3).
The Bothnia Line is a new 190 km section of single track railway line in Sweden comprising 90
railway bridges and 16 tunnels. The line is designed for both passenger trains (maximum speed
250 km/h) and goods trains (maximum speed 120 km/h). The line has a number of passing loops
and 7 stations and became operational in autumn 2010.
The EPD is based on data specific to the Bothnia Line and it should be noted that the results are
not representative of other sections of railway infrastructure.
An outline of system boundaries and processes is given in the table below.
Extraction and production of raw materials, transport and product manufacture are included in
the LCA calculations. Process and quantity data has been obtained from the construction of the
Bothnia Line. For rail steel, specific production data has been used. For other materials, generic
data has been used in accordance with the calculation principles of PCR 2009:03.
Electricity used during the construction period and in the production of materials has been
calculated as an average mix from the country of origin. The calculation of environmental impact
from the construction of railway bridges, tunnels and substructures has been based on data
typical to each of the three structures. For other units, specific data has been obtained from the
respective contracts.
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The calculation period is 60 years. This means that construction, operation and maintenance
during this period are included.

5. Ecology profile of the German High-speed Rail passenger Transport System, ICE, 2003.
By Rozycki, Koeser, Schwarz/Martin Luther University.
A research report describing energy consumption, resource consumption and impact on climate
change for the ICE train in its operational phase, including construction and operation of
infrastructure and buildings. The calculations are based on expert opinion, manufacturers’ data
and literature studies. The high-speed corridor between Hannover and Wuerzburg has been
used as reference. Energy consumption, resource consumption and impact on climate change
have been calculated per 100 passenger kilometres. Contrary to what has been stated in other
literature, in the authors’ opinion infrastructure does not constitute the greatest consumption
of resources in a railway system.
For the reference corridor, infrastructure constitutes only 13% of total energy consumption. It is
the transport phase that dominates consumption in the context of a life cycle. For the actual
infrastructure, it is bridge and tunnel construction, as well as the heating of points during the
winter that constitute the most significant energy consumption. Moreover, during the transport
phase, tunnels contribute to a reduction in speed and increased energy consumption due to
aerodynamic effects.
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The authors conclude that measures taken to reduce energy consumption during the transport
phase will have the most significant impact on the reduction of the total energy consumption of
a railway system.
The report contains clearly set out tables with reference values that may be used in similar
analyses.
6. Life-Cycle Considerations for Environmental Management of the Swedish Railway
Infrastructure, 2006.
By Niclas Svensson (PhD thesis Environmental Technology and Management, Department of
Mechanical Engineering, Linköping University, Sweden).
The doctoral thesis examines a process of determining the environmental consequences of
material consumption in respect of the development of railway infrastructure in Sweden, as part
of a larger environmental management system.
7. Metode for beregning av energiforbruk og klimagassutslipp for veiprosjekter, 2009. (Method
for calculating energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions for road-building projects,
2009.)
Directorate of Public Roads, Norwegian Public Roads Administration (Norwegian only).
Assessment of existing methodology for calculating impact on climate change and energy
consumption for road infrastructure projects. The report contains references to relevant
literature, as well as accounting for the Norwegian Public Roads Administration’s entry to the
issue. An important contribution to the respective transport agencies’ joint work in developing a
framework, ref. NTP 2010-2019.
8. Norwegian Standard, NS-EN ISO 14040:2006 Environmental management – Life cycle
assessment, 2006.
Describes the principles and framework of life cycle assessments (LCA) including stipulations
regarding the purpose and scope of the assessment, the various phases of the assessment, the
interpretation phase, reporting, system boundaries, and the terms of use for value clarification
and optional elements. The standard does not describe the methodology and application of the
results.
9. Norwegian Standard, NS-EN ISO 14044:2006 Environmental management – Life cycle
assessment – Requirements and guidelines, 2006.
Describes how a life cycle assessment (LCA) should be conducted. The standard should be used
in conjunction with EN ISO 14040.
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Summary
A number of main conclusions can be drawn from the literature study, which may be transferred to
an evaluation and a life cycle assessment (LCA) of the Follo Line.


















The mapping and evaluating of environmental conditions relating to the construction and
operation of transport infrastructure is thoroughly covered in the framework for LCA and
corresponding standards, which specify guidelines and methods of implementation.
Broadly defined system boundaries are necessary to ensure that important aspects of
construction and operation are taken into account and included in the assessment of the
potential environmental impact of the project.
Studies conducted for Scandinavian conditions indicate that construction, operation and
maintenance of infrastructure constitute a dominant part of a total transport system,
comprising the components infrastructure and production and operation (energy for
powering trains) of rolling stock. In a Norwegian context it is thus important to cover all
significant parts of the infrastructure, such as substructures and superstructures, supporting
constructions, current conveyance, technical installations, etc.
Infrastructure is relatively more important for studies when viewed in relation to train
operation, primarily because of the variations in electricity production for powering trains.
European and other international electricity production comprises a greater element of fossil
energy sources. The train’s operational phase primarily consists of energy to power trains
and is thus extremely sensitive to electricity production and energy mix. Choosing an energy
mix containing a higher proportion of fossil power production will make the operational
phase more important relative to the infrastructure.
On the whole, rolling stock production appears to be less important compared to
infrastructure and train operation and may be dealt with in a simplified manner.
For general infrastructure development, a distinction should be made between open
sections, tunnels and bridges.
Several studies have been based on European conditions in areas where the topography was
more amenable to construction. Infrastructure in Norway will generally require a higher
proportion of tunnels, as well as input factors for stabilising and securing rock material.
The model structure for infrastructure evaluation should have a resolution, flexibility and
transparency that highlights the cause-effect relationship between the results and the
underlying assumptions and calculations. It should be possible to trace the results back
through the value chain in order to map significant conditions and components, and how
these affect the main results.
The most important input factors for infrastructure development relate to the production of
cement, concrete and steel for various purposes. Variations in background data may
significantly impact the total and relative results and provision should be made for the
implementation of different production technologies.
Railway infrastructure includes components of varying service life and, for certain
constructions, an extremely long service life. This should be taken into account in the
calculation period.
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One of the studies is concerned with road transport infrastructure and shows great similarities
between road and rail construction regarding the composition of infrastructure (open sections,
tunnels and bridges), construction and components (substructures and superstructures, tunnels,
constructions, etc.), and input factors.
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2 OBJECTIVE, UTILISATION AND DEVELOPMENT OF A LIFE
CYCLE ASSESSMENT
2.1 Objective
The project will calculate and quantify the potential environmental impact of construction,
operation, maintenance and disposal of railway infrastructure from a life cycle perspective. The
results will be used to establish the Life Cycle Assessment of the Follo Line.
The Life Cycle Assessment for the Follo Line will present the potential environmental impact of
construction, operation, maintenance and disposal of the Follo Line’s infrastructure from a life cycle
perspective (ref. Appendix 1). The LCA is developed as an appendix to the Environmental Impact
Assessment of the construction project and will form part of a qualitative and quantitative
assessment of the environmental impact of the future Follo Line beyond the environmental impact
that is traditionally the domain of the Environmental Impact Assessment.
The LCA model of the Follo Line will provide a background and form the basis for the development of
the Norwegian National Rail Administration’s own environmental database for LCA`s, as well as the
formulation of a more general framework for undertaking environmental assessments of
construction projects.

2.2 Use of life cycle accounting and life cycle assessments
The LCA of the Follo Line is a tool for decision-making, follow-up, management and reporting during
all project phases. The LCA will be updated with project-specific data in the various project phases by
replacing estimated material figures with actual consumption figures and specific environmental data
from manufacturers and suppliers.
The LCA will document the level of the project’s potential environmental impact. The framework is a
tool for the identification and documentation of the project input factors and life cycle phases that
have a significant potential environmental impact, and where it may therefore be necessary to
consider the selection of more environmentally effective solutions.
The tool can assist in calculating, documenting and communicating how the selection of other
materials and solutions alters the degree of environmental impact. Chapter 5.7 shows examples of
use of the tool in various project phases and how environmental impact is altered through the
selection of different qualities of the cement and steel input factors.
2.2.1 Decision-making and follow-up tool
LCA is a decision-making, follow-up and management tool for the project’s total environmental
performance. Relevant data will be documented, reported and registered in the assessment.
Documentation requirements and updating, as well as use of the assessment for project suppliers,
are specified in separate guidelines – UOS-00-A-90020 Follo Line/New Double Track Line Oslo-Ski,
Guidelines for the formulation of an LCA.
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The LCA will be updated for all project phases – planning, design, contracting and construction – and
forms the basis of the following:
-

selection of environmentally effective products and solutions – forms part of a qualified weighing
of environmental considerations in important decision-making processes and identifies
components, processes and materials that should be replaced, or that require special follow-up,
or the development of new solutions and technology

-

environmental criteria and requirements for the purchasing process

-

documentation requirements for engineers, manufacturers, suppliers and contractors – quantity
and environmental data, maintenance and service life of components, products and solutions

2.2.2 Accounting and reporting
In respect of the planning and implementation of the construction project, the LCA will be updated
with project-specific material requirement figures and environmental data. Suppliers and contractors
must be under an obligation to document, register and report relevant data
- actual quantity data for input factors – materials, machinery use and energy replaces planned
quantity data
- product-specific environmental factors replace generic environmental data when the properties
and origins of products are known
The LCA will form the basis of the following:
-

reporting of the impact on climate of the construction of the Follo Line in accordance with the
National Transport Plan (NTP)

-

an environmental audit of the Follo Line during and following construction

-

the Norwegian National Rail Administration’s annual environmental audit and environmental
report

The LCA processes and aggregates environmental data and climate data regardless of the geographic
source of the impacts
. Thus, the assessment, following an initiative from the Ministry of Transport and Communications,
impact on climate change is grouped into local (national) impact and impact as a result of activities
outside of Norway. The environmental impact of activities outside of Norway should not be included
in the national environmental audit, even if this is a consequence of the construction and operation
of the Follo Line.
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2.3 Framework development for other projects
2.3.1 Development of the environmental database
The first version of the environmental database comprises the following modules: rig sites, tunnels,
constructions and railway engineering, modelled for the Follo Line. Due to the special conditions of
the Follo Line, the framework and environmental data from the LCA may not be used on other
railway infrastructure development projects without being subject to adaptation.
- 95% of the line comprises tunnels
- the tunnels require a significant amount of concrete grouting
- the open sections on the entries to Ski station and Oslo Central Station comprise crossover
areas with extensive constructions concentrated along a short stretch of line
However, using the framework in several projects will provide a broader data basis for the various
unit processes and a better foundation upon which to develop general environmental parameters,
estimates and calculation methods for quantity data.
Thus, the framework may be developed into a general early phase planning tool based on dedicated
experience data from the Norwegian National Rail Administration. The database will enable a higher
degree of detail and precision in life cycle assessments for future construction projects.
The model may also be supplemented with other railway-specific modules, e.g. stations and terminal
buildings.
2.3.2 Development of the transport module
The model is supplemented with modules for the Transport Phase, i.e. train operation and traffic on
the line. The transport module is described in the report ‘Life Cycle Assessment of the Follo Line –
Transport’ (UOS-00-A-36103 – New double track line Oslo – Ski, Life Cycle Assessment of the Follo
Line – Transport).
The complete LCA model with modules for development of railway infrastructure and transport is
capable of calculating environmental impact from a life cycle perspective for passenger and goods
transport on the Follo Line.
In the event that other transport agencies develop a model with similar functional units, system
delimitation and scope, the environmental consequences of different transport systems may be
compared. Such parallel tools have not yet been developed and analyses have, thus far, not been
conducted of the area affected by the Follo Line.
2.3.3 Further use of quantity data and unit processes in the life cycle assessment
In the work on the‘ Life Cycle Assessment of the Follo Line‘, a significant effort has been made to
describe the different sections, components, sub-components and systems that, collectively,
constitute the Follo Line.
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This applies to the planning of input factors in respect of material use, energy use, machinery use,
technical installations, etc., as well as organising and structuring these into meaningful units that will
enhance understanding of resource use in the development of railway projects.
Correspondingly, inventory data has been compiled for all these units with associated results for the
level of impact within the various impact categories. As the large volume of certain materials used in
construction tend to dominate the results, little attention has been paid to the impact upon many
smaller parts of the LCA. A great deal of effort has been directed towards describing the material use
of technical installations (railway engineering), such as emergency lighting in tunnels, fans,
transformers, signalling systems and telecommunications systems.
Due to the modest role of these components in the total results for the Follo Line, a minimal amount
of attention has been given to them in this report.
The description and implementation of these constituent parts or sub-systems in the life cycle
inventory, and the results from production, maintenance and disposal of same are, however,
interesting in themselves and will thus have a ‘transfer value’ for future projects.
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3 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT OF THE FOLLO LINE – GOAL AND
SCOPE DEFINITION
The Life Cycle Assessment for the Follo Line is an environmental assessment of the planned railway
infrastructure between Oslo and Ski. An LCA is a systematic calculation of the environmental aspects
and impacts of product systems during the whole life cycle ‘from the cradle to the grave’. An LCA
summarises and aggregates the environmental impact of input factors and impacts from every phase
of the life cycle: extraction of raw materials, manufacture and transportation of materials, use and
disposal. The environmental impact is spread over the defined life cycle of the products or services.
Appendix 1 provides a brief, general description of the methodology, as well as some definitions and
common issues in a life cycle assessment.

3.1 Framework and standards
The LCA of the Follo Line is based on definitions, regulations and procedural proposals specified in
the document Product Category Rules (PCR) for preparing an Environmental Product Declaration
(EPD) for Interurban railway transport services of passengers, Railway transport service of freight and
Railways (PCR 2009:03).
The overall framework has been determined by the following standards:
-

NS-ISO 14020:2000 – ‘Environmental labels and declarations – general principles’

-

NS-ISO 14025:2006 – ‘Environmental declarations type III – principles and procedures’

-

NS-ISO 14040:2006 – ‘Environmental management – Life cycle assessments – principles and
framework’

-

NS-ISO 14044:2006 – ‘Environmental management – Life cycle assessments – requirements and
guidelines’

3.2 Functional unit
The aim of this project is to calculate and quantify the potential environmental impact of
construction, operation, maintenance and disposal of railway infrastructure for the Follo Line from a
life cycle perspective.
The PCR document formulated in conjunction with the environmental audit of the Bothnia Line, and
which has been chosen as a guideline for this work, defines 1 kilometre of main line as a functional
unit. This is an artificial functional unit as it does not describe main line conditions in terms of
topography, local construction conditions, and challenges regarding existing built-up areas, etc. Thus,
it has been decided to define a functional unit that is more in accord with the actual aims of the
assessment that appears in this report, which is based on a route between two points: the Follo Line.
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The calculation unit – the functional unit – is defined as the Follo Line’s railway infrastructure, as
specified in Chapter 1: a double track main line with delimitations given in Chapter 3.4.

3.3 Impact categories – Environmental consequences
It has not been possible to carry out a comprehensive assessment of all conditions within the
framework of this project. Thus, the PCR for railway infrastructure and the study, as well as the
environmental product declaration (EPD) for the Bothnia Line, have been the guideline for the
selection of impact categories for the Follo Line: climate change, acidification, ozone depletion,
photochemical oxidation (smog) and eutrophication. These are indicators of environmental impact
that have been prioritised both in Norway and internationally. They have been modelled in
accordance with the ReCiPe(H) method, refer to Appendix 1.
Table 3-1: Impact categories used for calculations for the LCA of the Follo Line

Environmental impact category
Climate Change
Acidification
Ozone layer depletion
Photochemical oxidant formation
(smog)
Eutrophication

Contamination factor
kg CO2 equivalents
kg SO2 equivalents
kg CFC-11 equivalents
kg ethylene equivalents
-2

kg PO4 equivalents

3.4 System boundaries
3.4.1 Life Cycle Phases
The LCA includes all life cycle phases of the Follo Line, divided into the three main phases,
construction, operation/maintenance and waste/infrastructure disposal.
Construction phase – ground preparation, infrastructure development and other elements
forming part of the railway system
Operation and maintenance phase – operation and maintenance of infrastructure, and
replacement of redundant railway materiel
Waste/infrastructure disposal phase – waste resulting from maintenance and replacement of
materials and components, as well as decommissioning of infrastructure at the end of its life
cycle, transportation and waste processing
In addition, waste resulting from operation and running maintenance has been designated a separate
phase. Waste from maintenance and infrastructure disposal has been kept apart in the LCA.
The system that constitutes the basis for calculation including the most important elements and
input factors is shown in Figure 3.1. This report discusses an LCA of railway infrastructure. The
operation phase, comprising train operation and traffic on the Follo Line, is not included in this
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report but is shown in the flow chart in Figure 3-1 in order to illustrate the complete LCA system for
passenger and goods transport on the Follo Line. The LCA of the Follo Line’s operation phase is dealt
with in a separate report (UOS-00-A-36103 – New double track line Oslo – Ski, Life Cycle Assessment
of the Follo Line – Transport).

Figure 3-1: Flow chart of the main elements and input factors that form part of the life cycle assessment. The
operation phase (transport service) is not included in this version of the environmental analysis.

3.4.2 Time frame and service life considerations
In accordance with the PCR, the calculation period for the Follo Line is 60 years, and the longest
service life of certain components has also been set at 60 years. This means that the environmental
impact of installations that have a service life extending beyond 60 years, such as bridges and
tunnels, have been over-estimated in the LCA.
At the same time, only those parts of service life that fall within the 60 year period will form part of
the LCA, i.e. the input of components with a service life of less than 60 years will be under-estimated
to a certain extent, refer to Chapter 3.5.5. This applies to both replacement and major maintenance
work with corresponding assumptions regarding service life, replacement interval and service
interval of the various components.
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3.4.3 System Boundaries to Geography
The system boundaries towards geography are, including parts of the railway system, as tracks and
associated works between Ski station and Oslo Central Station. The LCA has been undertaken
without any special geographic boundaries. Individual station buildings are not included.
3.4.4 System boundaries to environmental consequences
The environmental consequences of earth and rock spoil (processing contaminated soil, localisation
and management of disposal sites, etc.) is dealt with in the Environmental Impact Assessment and
does not form part of the LCA of the Follo Line. The transportation of spoil away from the system is
included. A transportation distance of 20 km to disposal sites has been assumed as this has not been
stipulated.
The consequences for the landscape and the natural environment have been dealt with in the
Environmental Impact Assessment and do not form part of the LCA.
Changes in the CO2 balance resulting from permanent deforestation or land degradation do not form
part of the LCA. Large parts of the line will run through a tunnel and deforestation in these areas will
therefore be very restricted. Rig sites: rigging and construction areas with associated access roads, as
well as the open section constituting the entry to Ski station will, to a certain extent, affect fully
cultivated land, to a total area of 47 decrees (ca. 11.5 acres), in addition to some forest areas.
In the UIC report ‘High Speed Rail and Sustainability – Methodology and results of carbon footprint
analysis’, deforestation resulting from the development of railway infrastructure has also been
excluded from the environmental audit as it is difficult to methodically quantify potential impact
resulting from the impact on the landscape.
Changes in the CO2 balance resulting from permanent deforestation or land degradation are not
represented in SimaPro processes and an assessment of these aspects will require a detailed study of
local conditions that have not been planned for in this LCA. The inclusion in the methodology of the
impacts of deforestation/cultivated land on the climate may be considered at a later date.
3.4.5 System boundaries towards other technical installations
Roads and car parks in station areas and goods terminals are regarded as forming part of the road
infrastructure and have not been included in this LCA.
Roads and tunnels necessary to carry out infrastructure maintenance have been included.
Station installations that are a direct consequence of the Follo Line have been included in this LCA.
Electric power cables and similar equipment are included up to the national grid.
All calculations have been based upon prevailing technology standards.
During the construction phase and for operation and maintenance of infrastructure, data for a
Norwegian electricity mix has been used, for known domestic consumption and production.
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Provision will be also be made for a Nordic electricity mix to be used. For the manufacture of input
factors, average European figures for electricity production have been used.
Where recycled materials are being used, only the environmental impact associated with collection
and processing through recycling has been included while, correspondingly, delivery of materials for
recycling has not been included. Environmental impact associated with incineration and landfilling of
materials is included and have been ascribed to the Follo Line.
3.4.6 Level of detail and system boundary to criteria
The Life Cycle Assessment for the Follo Line describes a major, complex system and it is therefore
necessary to impose restrictions on the level of detail.
Emphasis has been placed on describing the most important construction components and elements,
and the quantification of input factor use associated with this. Construction input factors in terms of
materials and energy are based on the project’s cost calculation. Corresponding data for
maintenance and waste/infrastructure disposal has been procured from generic work routines for
maintenance, and from the LCC report. The volume of the various input factors is linked to detailed
generic database figures describing production and adaptation into finished materials/components,
as well as the transportation of same. Corresponding figures are included for the production and
conveyance of energy.
In a formal sense, this means that system boundary to
criteria are a mixture of different criteria, primarily based on availability and a qualitative assessment
of the significance to the LCA:


Financial criteria for the majority of unit processes: Inventories are based on design data
from ViaNova that has been formulated with regard to financial estimations. This means that
the majority of unit processes have been formulated with financial delimitation criteria.



Environmental relevance: Information regarding certain input factors has also been procured
on a detailed level from planning, which, without a fixed percentage assessment being taken
into account – but based on a rapid assessment of its significance to the life cycle
assessment for the selected impact categories – has not been included in the model. The
PCR’s general guidelines also recommend using environmental relevance as a system
boundary criterion. This forms part of the rationale behind the PCR document classification
regarding the infrastructure components to be included – a rationale that is also used as a
guideline in this work.



Mass-based system boundary criterion: Inventory figures for electrical components and other
elements of railway engineering have been received from ViaNova, which, in turn, receives
these figures from its suppliers. It is clear that these figures have been compiled with mass as
the restriction criterion. The results show that railway engineering is not particularly
important in respect of the environmental indicators being assessed here, although it may be
of significance if these inventories are also used to assess other types of environmental
consequences.
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The inventory tables present the most important input factors included in the modelling, which are
linked to production and adaptation specified with generic database figures.
Omissions and exclusions are described in more detail in the assessment.

3.5 Structure and layout
The LCA has been developed with unit processes and modules to facilitate a more optimum
overview, reliability, and the possibility of analysing unit processes, components, sections of line, life
cycle phases, etc., as well as their relative contribution and significance upon various environmental
impact categories.
3.5.1 The Follo Line
The development of a framework, LCA model and the assessment has been based on a selection of
line sections and routes that were relevant in an early phase of the planning project.
The planning project team has elected to examine one main corridor of the alternatives for the Follo
Line railway: One continuous deep twin bore tunnel, with open sections on the Follo Line’s entry to
Oslo Central Station and Ski station. In addition, various tunnel profiles, train speeds of 200 and 250
km/h, different construction methods, as well as traditional blasting or the use of a tunnel boring
machine will be examined. The parameters and delimitations of the various route elements of this
environmental assessment are specified in Table 3-1.
To highlight the possible development and use of the LCA, both single bore and twin bore tunnel
alternatives have been presented in the report, even though the single bore option is no longer
relevant. In Chapter 5.5, Figure 5-28, the total results for all life cycle phases at a route level for a
single and twin bore tunnel have been shown. Within all environmental impact categories, the
results for the single bore tunnel are lower than the twin bore tunnel. The differences are
attributable to the varying number of input factors for the two alternatives.
Table 3-1: Corridor section characteristics.
Element

Alternative

Open section
Tunnel
Tunnel

Oslo Central
Station
Depth
Depth

Open section

Ski North

Number
of bores
-

Speed

Twin bore
Single
bore
-

200
200

-

Method of
construction
Blasting
Blasting

-

-
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3.5.2 Structure of the life cycle model
An outline of the structure of the life cycle model that has been modelled and described in the life
cycle assessment is given in Figure 3-2 and includes the following:
- Route alternatives (Level 1)
o Single bore tunnel (alternative 1)
o Twin bore tunnel (alternative 2)
-

Life cycle phases (Level 2)
o Construction
o Maintenance
o Waste from maintenance
o Infrastructure disposal following end of service life

-

Sections of line (Level 3)
o Entry to Oslo Central Station
o Tunnel section
o Entry to Ski

-

Components (Level 4)
o Rig sites
o Constructions
o Tunnel component
o Railway engineering (incl. technical installations)

Thus, Figure 3-2 shows that each route alternative comprises four life cycle phases that are specified
for three sub-sections, and that each of these, in turn, comprise up to four components (in practice,
only three at a time).
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Route alternative 2

Level 2
Construction

Maintenance

Level 3

Infrastructure disposal

Waste, maint.

Various sections of line from Oslo Central Station to Ski

Section 1

Section 2

Level 4
Component 1

Section 3

Rig site, Constructions, Tunnels, Railway engineering

Component 2

Component 3

Component 4

Input factors, materials and energy
Figure 3-2: Structure of life cycle accounting and modeling tools.

The components at level 4 comprise a range of unit processes that specify which, and how many,
input factors are used on each component. Material and energy consumption is described and
compared here and the components comprise a range of unit processes of which many, in turn,
comprise several underlying unit processes.
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Description of components

Level 4 in Figure 3-2 comprises four different components that collectively describe the input factors
for superstructures and substructures associated with construction.
 Rig sites , Constructions and Tunnels constitute substructures
 Railway engineering (including technical installations) constitutes superstructures
Substructure
The substructure includes construction work and product input to facilitate track laying and cover the
method of tunnel construction (blasting or tunnel boring machine), concrete and reinforcement work
(concrete linings for rock support), frost and water protection in tunnels, rock bolts, drill steel, open
section blasting, bridge construction, concrete tunnel construction, foundation laying and ground
reinforcement, cable ducts, excavation and transportation of spoil (earth, blasting spoil, etc.), as well
as diesel consumption and machinery use (wear and tear) for construction machinery. Calculations of
the volume and impact from substructures are divided among the individual components in level 4,
rig sites, constructions and tunnels, and railway engineering will be aggregated to alternative
sections and routes.
Superstructure
The superstructure includes ballast, sleepers, rails, rock bolts, points, etc., as well as construction
work and machinery use necessary to build/install the track system. The superstructure is continuous
and volume and environmental impact are calculated at level 4 for the railway engineering
component.
Power supply system
The power supply system covers masts, supply stations, cables, transformers, electrical control
systems, etc., and associated installation work. The power supply system includes the wiring system
for connection to the main power supply network. The power supply system is continuous and
volume and environmental impacts are calculated at level 4 for the railway engineering component,
and aggregated to alternative sections and routes.
Signalling system
The signalling system includes masts, electric signal boards and signal masts, signs, control systems,
etc., as well as associated installation work. The signalling system is continuous and volume and
environmental impacts are calculated at level 4 for the railway engineering component.
Telecommunications system
The telecommunications system covers cables, masts and miscellaneous electrical equipment, as well
as associated installation work. The telecommunications system is continuous and the volume and
environmental impacts for the system are calculated at level 4 for the railway engineering
component.
Station equipment
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The production of station equipment includes lighting, information boards, platforms, heating
facilities for trains and locomotives, etc., as well as associated installation work. The LCA includes
only new equipment that is manufactured as a direct consequence of the Follo Line. Existing
equipment and buildings have not been included. Volume and environmental impacts are calculated
at level 4 for the railway engineering component.
Other installations
This item covers other types of systems and installations that form a natural part of the railway
transport system and that are manufactured as a direct consequence of the Follo Line. This includes
access roads necessary to carry out maintenance work on the infrastructure and drainage channels.
New workshops, depots and maintenance plants, as well as existing buildings and equipment are not
included in the impact calculations. Volume and environmental impacts are calculated for the
individual components in level 4 – rig sites, constructions, tunnels and railway engineering – and
aggregated to alternative sections and routes.
3.5.4 Distribution of level 4 component elements
Substructures and superstructures are distributed among the four components in level 4 and
primarily cover the following:
 Rig site



-

Establishment of rigging areas and construction sites with access roads for
construction, operation and maintenance work

-

Ground work to establish open sections , cuttings and embankments

Constructions
-





Construction of retaining walls, bridges and culverts

Tunnels
-

Tunnel construction, conventional blasting or full-profile boring

-

Cross-cut construction and escape routes

-

Concrete casting, tunnel water and frost protection, and tunnel stability

Railway engineering
-

Installation of technical infrastructure and installations

-

Rails, including ballast and sleepers
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Table 3-2 specifies in greater detail the most important elements that form part of the components.
The list is not exhaustive.
Table 3-2: The most important elements within the various components.* Technical installations are included in Railway
engineering.

Constructions
(open section)

Tunnel

Railway
engineering

*Technical
installations

Concrete tunnels
Bridges

Rock blasting
Spoil extraction

Ballast
Rails

Lighting
Fans

Retaining walls

Securing rock
material

Sleepers

Emergency
equipment

Embankments

Concrete
casting

Cable ducts

Transformers

Noise
abatement
measures

Concrete
vaulting

Catenary system

Signalling and
control

*Technical
installations

Low voltage

Rig site
Blasting
Spoil extraction
New systems,
plus diversion
of electricity
supply, water
supply and
sewage

Telecommunications
Input factors comprise various types of materials and forms of energy, as well as the transportation
of same. Each input factor includes both manufacturing and any processing into the finished product.
Transportation in connection with the movement of spoil and spoil extraction has been included. This
also applies to the transportation of materials and components to the site. Certain materials and
components arrive at the site ready-finished, while other elements are made on-site. Transportation
to and from the site has been factorised. This also applies to waste resulting from maintenance and
disposal of the system following the end of its service life.
Technical installations and components have their own material composition and have been
modelled separately. These are entered into the audit as units. The same applies to machinery wear
and tear, which distinguishes between truck use, railway transport, and maintenance equipment for
railway operation.
With two alternative routes, four life cycle phases and three sections, there are numerous
components to model. Not all components will be presented or discussed in detail in this report.
Thus, emphasis will be placed on showing the structure and development of the life cycle accounting,
as well as the most important results of the LCA, in order to provide clarification of what results are
available, as well as the level of detail.
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The interpretation and the presentation of the results of the LCA will discuss the different life cycle
phases relative to each other, as well as dominant sections of line and components.
3.5.5

Operation, maintenance and renewal of railway infrastructure

This phase comprises all functions and materials necessary to operate and maintain the railway
infrastructure, including routine generic monitoring of superstructures and substructures, as well as
electrical equipment including signalling and telecommunications systems, error rectification, ballast
cleaning, rail welding, vegetation control, etc. Infrastructure operation includes energy for technical
installations such as ventilation systems and points.
All activity and materials connected to replacement (renewal) of major infrastructure components
(identical or similar units), such as track and sleeper renewal, are also included in the maintenance
phase.
In respect of the input factors and elements that have been included, maintenance of the line’s
infrastructure has been calculated in accordance with the same primary principles as construction,
but has not been planned and modelled at a component level in the same way as the construction
phase. Maintenance is described at level 3, i.e. total maintenance requirements for the individual
section of line.
Maintenance requirements and associated input factors are based on generic railway maintenance
routines and the LCC report (15157/15278 Revised LCC analysis of a new double track line on the
Follo Line – tunnel section estimate), as well as information procured from resource personnel at the
Norwegian National Rail Administration. Assumptions and sources have been documented on the
calculation form.
In accordance with the PCR, the calculation period for the Follo Line has been set at 60 years and
maintenance requirements have been correspondingly calculated. In the LCC report, a service life
and calculation period of 50 years has been used, and this has implications for the maintenance
calculations. Components and materials estimated in the LCC analysis as having a service life equal to
the entire calculation period must therefore be replaced after 50 years, i.e. 10 years before the
conclusion of the Follo Line’s calculation period.
Thus, 1/5 of the production of new components with a service life of 50 years, but that are used for
10 years within the calculation period of the line, may be ascribed to the Follo Line’s maintenance
phase. The materials and elements that replace existing materials and elements during maintenance
are regarded as having the same service life and quality as the materials and elements they have
replaced.
3.5.6 Waste and infrastructure disposal
At level 2, life cycle phases, a distinction is made between waste generated from maintenance during
the line’s service life and waste generated from disposal of the line at the end of its service life. In
principle, these are treated equally in respect of waste processing but are kept separate from level 2
in order to maintain an overview of when waste occurs during the life cycle, and in what volumes.
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It is assumed that waste from maintenance and infrastructure disposal will be handled through
recycling, incineration and landfilling. In respect of all waste treatment, a general dismantling process
and a general transportation distance have been assumed. Transportation from the system to a
collection point with further transportation to a relevant waste processing plant has also been
assumed.
Metal recycling plants are fewer in number compared to incineration plants and waste disposal sites
and have therefore been designated a longer transportation distance utilising larger trucks.
All waste from the maintenance phase will be transported away from the system to be further
processed. Following the end of the line’s service life, it is assumed that only elements and materials
with a certain value and which are easily accessible for dismantling will be transported to waste
processing plants. Concrete vaulting, bridges, retaining walls, concrete casting, ballast, and similar,
are examples of materials and elements that it is assumed will remain on the line following the end
of its service life. Metal, pipes, cables, technical installations, etc., will be transported to waste
processing plants.
Waste processing has been modelled for each material and for each installation relating to the
construction and maintenance phase.
Environmental impacts associated with incineration and landfilling of materials are included and
have been ascribed to the Follo Line. Metal recycling has not been ascribed to the Follo Line but to
the next product system, i.e. the product system that will potentially utilise recycled materials from
the Follo Line in its manufacturing process, thus avoiding the utilisation of virgin material.

3.6 Tools for modelling and analysis
3.6.1 SimaPro
The life cycle inventory and life cycle interpretation are modelled and analysed using SimaPro, which
is dedicated software specially developed for carrying out life cycle assessments. The latest version,
SimaPro 7.2.4, has been used here.
SimaPro is a software tool for carrying out life cycle assessments and supports the collection,
processing and interpretation of the environmental impacts and input factors associated with the life
cycle of products and services. SimaPro contains several databases with life cycle inventories (i.e.
summary of input factors and impact from products and services), as well as numerous
characterisation methods for several parts of the world. SimaPro is continuously updated in respect
of developing inventory databases and characterisation methods. SimaPro has been developed by
PRé Consultants in Holland and is currently the most popular life cycle assessment tool on the
market.
The software may be adapted for the systemising and structuring of dedicated environmental data,
aggregation of the impact contributions of different processes, linking and combining different
databases, linking databases and self-defined impact, classification and characterisation of impact in
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relation to various environmental categories, different calculation perspectives for environmental
impact, as well as various options for results presentation and interpretation. The software also
supports exporting to alternative data formats. SimaPro facilitates transparency in modelling and it is
easy to trace impact contributions back through the value chain in order to assess where the most
significant contributions occur.
3.6.2 Ecoinvent database
Background systems are described and frequently updated via the Ecoinvent database. This is a
commercially available database that is developed and updated by the Swiss Centre for Life Cycle
Inventories. Ecoinvent is regarded as the most comprehensive inventory database for LCA purposes
and has been developed for European/global users. The database includes inventory and
environmental data for over 4,000 processes within the fields of materials (plastic, metals and
minerals), chemicals, energy (mechanical, thermal and electricity), transport and fuel (fossil, bio). The
database also includes component and product data, particularly for construction materials and
ICT/electronics. The latest version, Ecoinvent 2.2, last updated in 2010, has been used here.
The background system has been modelled based on average European figures or production data
that is regarded as being representative of European conditions. This also ensures consistent
handling of system boundaries and methodology for the compilation and analysis of production
processes for input factors.

4 LIFE CYCLE INVENTORY AND DATA PROCUREMENT
4.1 Types of inventory data
The life cycle inventory (LCI) comprises two primary types of data: design figures specific to the Follo
Line and which specify all direct use of input factors in terms of materials and energy for the
foreground system, as well as generic database figures that describe production, adaptation and
transportation of materials, and energy for the background system.
Figure 4-1 shows a depiction of how level 4 components are implemented in SimaPro, and represents
the interface between the design figures for the foreground system and the database figures for the
background system. The figure shows an example of the ‘Railway engineering’ component for the
construction of section 2, route alternative 2 (twin bore tunnel). The names of the processes are
specific to the project but are based on a composite of unit processes from Ecoinvent for production,
adaptation and transportation. Specific names are also used for technical installations and machinery
wear and tear but these comprise, in turn, a number of sub-elements each of which has been
modelled with Ecoinvent processes.
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Figure 4-1: Example of the implementation of design figures in a life cycle tool (SimaPro).

It should be noted that, while figures are available in Ecoinvent for some of the input factors in Figure
4-1, for certain input factors further modelling is necessary beyond what is shown in Figure 4-1. This
particularly applies to railway engineering components such as lighting, fans, etc.
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4.2 Basic data for the foreground system – level 4 components
The foreground system comprises materials and energy directly included in construction and
operation/maintenance of the railway system. All sections of line, i.e. open sections and tunnels,
have been divided into four components: rig sites, constructions, tunnels and railway engineering.
For each of the components, the materials are grouped as, respectively, fuel consumption and
machinery use, superstructure masses and substructure masses, input, cables/wiring, etc., concrete,
steel and electrical.
Quantity data for foreground system components is obtained from the project’s cost calculations
and supplementary calculations and are adapted to the quantity format suitable for the life cycle
assessment and simulation tool, SimaPro. Developments in total impact levels, i.e. amendments to
the LCA, may be followed up as and when unit quantities change in the planning phase. As many
materials and qualities have not been clarified at this stage of the project, other recently completed
railway systems have formed the basis of this report. Experience data from corresponding systems
has been scaled as a provisional basis for the Follo Line.
Rough assumptions regarding transport (means of transport and distance) from manufacturer to
construction site have been made based on one of several recognised possible suppliers of the
various materials. Calculation of the environmental impact of construction work is based on a cost
estimate of the work to be undertaken (drilling, blasting, excavation and transportation of spoil),
expressed as machinery hours usage (wear and tear) and energy consumption (diesel, electricity).
In respect of operation and maintenance data, in addition to the service life figures obtained from
the LCC analysis, maintenance data, routines, machinery data and service life figures have also been
obtained directly from the Maintenance Manager at the Norwegian National Rail Administration. The
LCA does not contain all materials and work to be used in the project. In this phase, the LCA is
restricted insofar as basic data is only available for those aspects of the project that are regarded as
being of significance.
An example of quantity data as provided from the cost calculations and adapted to a suitable format
for the LCA is given in Appendix 2.
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4.2.1 Input factors for the construction phase
Aggregated quantities of input factors in the construction phase are given in Table 4-1. Quantities are
specified at a section level for the whole length of the section. Machinery wear and tear with regard
to truck use and railway transport is specified collectively below as a total number of hours.
Table 4-1: Principle figures for aggregated quantities of input factors during the construction phase at a section level. This
applies to the whole length of the corridor.

Section 1:

Section 2:

Section 2:

Section 3:

Entry to Oslo
Central Station

Single bore
tunnel

Twin bore
tunnel

Entry to Ski
Station

Unit

Machinery wear and tear 17,263

249,267

275,873

18,114

hours

Diesel consumption

474,858

8,785,502

9,895,893

519,499

litres

Electricity

693,420

125,494,330

154,001,955

58,344

kWh

Consumption

Superstructure and substructure masses
Gravel

83,600

630,653

812,264

87,120

ton

EPS and PS

0

227

323

0

ton

Explosives

17

5,198

5,359

85

ton

Grouting, cement

21,300

70,056

85,743

0

ton

Grouting, polyurethane,
epoxy

0

3,892

4,764

0

ton

Mortar

3,700

0

0

0

ton

Plastic

42

364

365

0

ton

Copper

12

68

68

7

ton

Aluminium

14

88

88

7

ton

53,138

1,100

1,100

12,500

m3

Input

Cables/wiring/pipes

Concrete
Concrete castings (excl.
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reinforcement)
Concrete castings, in situ
(excl. reinforcement)

0

55,575

87,900

0

m3

Concrete elements (excl.
reinforcement)

1,999

122,955

169,687

1,257

m3

Construction (high
quality)

867

4,849

4,864

578

ton

Drill steel and bolts (high
quality)

0

2,542

4,117

0

ton

Reinforcement and
sheet pile construction
(lower quality)

20,334

20,597

28,203

4,810

ton

Lighting (emergency
lighting)

1,083

20,579

17,500

0

units

Fans (fire ventilation)

8

118

118

0

units

Steel

Electrical installations

Signalling systems

7,000

40,410

40,537

4,400

1m
track

Transformers

2

22

22

1

units

4,400

1m
track

Telecommunications
systems

7,000

40,410

40,537
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4.2.2 Input factors for operation and maintenance
Table 4-2 contains aggregated quantities of input factors in the operational and maintenance phase
specified at a section level. The quantities apply to the whole section of line and 60 year life cycle.
Machinery wear and tear with regard to truck use, railway transport and maintenance equipment for
railway operation is specified collectively below as a total number of hours.
Table 4-2: Principle figures for aggregated quantities of input factors in the operational and infrastructure maintenance
phase at a section level. This applies to the whole length of the corridor.

Section 1:

Section 2:

Section 2:

Section 3:

Entry to Oslo
Central Station

Single bore
tunnel

Twin bore
tunnel

Entry to Ski
Station

Unit

Machinery wear and
tear

43,605

80,438

93,591

13,547

hours

Diesel consumption

1,034,710

2,565,930

2,836,599

396,441

litres

Electricity

72,237,960

16,627,380

16,627,380

0

kWh

Consumption

Superstructure and substructure masses
Gravel

21,519

124,618

124,618

13,526

ton

EPS and PS

0

256

407

0

ton

Explosives

0

0

0

0

ton

Grouting, cement

0

0

0

0

ton

Grouting, polyurethane,
epoxy

0

0

0

0

ton

Plastic

1

3

4

0

ton

Copper

19

111

111

12

ton

Aluminium

16

105

105

7

ton

Input

Cables/wiring/pipes
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Concrete
Concrete castings (excl.
reinforcement)

0

0

0

0

m3

Concrete castings, in situ
(excl. reinforcement)

0

0

0

0

m3

Concrete elements (excl.
reinforcement)

2,303

139,158

214,241

1,060

m3

Construction (high
quality)

1,861

12,033

12,039

1,371

ton

Drill steel and bolts (high
quality)

0

0

0

0

ton

Reinforcement and
sheet pile construction
(lower quality)

371

22,273

34,286

189

ton

Light fittings

1,700

16,890

33,781

83

units

Fans

32

472

472

0

units

Steel

Electrical installations

Signalling systems

21,000

121,611

121,611

13,200

1m
track

Transformers

4

88

44

10

units

17, 600

1m
track

Telecommunications
systems

28,000

162,148

162,148
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5 RESULTS OF THE LIFE CYCLE IMPACT ASSESSMENT
This chapter describes the main results of the life cycle impact assessment (LCIA) of the Follo Line’s
infrastructure, divided into construction, maintenance and waste/infrastructure disposal phases. It
must be emphasised that the results and conclusions presented in this report are based on the
results of the LCA of the Follo Line’s infrastructure, and do not allow for aspects relating to train
operation throughout the calculation period or the effects of line closure due to maintenance work,
and any possible alternative means of transport, as a consequence of such closures.
The results of an LCA will, to a certain extent, depend upon the questions that have been posed and
the environmental impact being measured. A process or a product that generates low impact on
climate change can be extremely harmful in respect of, for example, toxic effects, acidification, local
air pollution, etc. Naturally, the reverse also applies and there is no key to the selection of
environmental impact categories. In the results review, we have adhered to the impact categories
recommended in the PCR document (Chapter 1.3 Literature study, reference 3). This covers the
following impact categories, also presented in Table 3-1:
- Climate change (CO2 equivalents)
- Ozone depletion (CFC-11 equivalents)
- Acidification (SO2 equivalents)
- Eutrophication (P equivalents)
- Photochemical smog, (photochemical oxidation ),potential (NMVOC equivalents)
The discussion of results will place the greatest emphasis on the construction phase as the most
significant proportion of the potential environmental impact is connected to this phase. Waste and
infrastructure disposal will be discussed but will be presented in less detail due to the relatively low
contribution to the total results.

5.1 Main results and results structuring
The model for the LCA of the Follo Line’s infrastructure has been structured as specified in Figure 5-2.
The level of detail makes it impractical to present in-depth results for all the model’s dimensions.
What is presented here is an example of application and comprehension of the modelling results and
how the most significant contributions within an impact category may be traced back from level 1
through the different levels to the contribution of the individual input factor or material at level 4.
The example shows the main results for potential impact on climate change associated with the
selection of the route alternative comprising a twin bore tunnel, i.e. a limited selection of impact
categories and route alternatives. The individual life cycle phases, sections of line and components
are described in more detail later.
Figure 5-1 shows a breakdown of results at a route level (level 1) and which life cycle phases, sections
of line, components (tunnels, railway engineering, constructions, etc.) and input factors have the
greatest significance to the potential impact on climate change associated with the Follo Line. The
left column shows the difference in length between the sections. The entries to Oslo Central Station
and Ski constitute, respectively, 13% and 8% of the total length of the route. In the next chapter we
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will initially review impact on climate change and show what is included in the various levels of the
LCA for the Follo Line. This will be followed by the results for all environmental impact categories at
the various levels in the model.

Figure 5-1: Breakdown of results at a corridor level (level 1) and life cycle phases, sections of corridor,
components and input factors that have the greatest significance on the potential impact on climate change
associated with the Follo Line.

The other column to the left of the figure presents the environmental impact relating to the different
life cycle phases. A distinction is made between four phases: construction, maintenance, and waste
from maintenance, and disposal of infrastructure following the end of the line’s service life. The input
factors associated with construction and maintenance clearly constitute the most significant items
with over 90% of total impact on climate change. The greatest impact level is associated with the
construction phase (around 60%) and the middle column indicates that most of this, in turn, is from
construction of the tunnel section, which is also the longest section of line. At a component level it is
actual tunnel blasting and construction that make the greatest impact due to the major volume of
materials involved. The component for railway engineering contributes around 12% with the most
important input factors connected with the track.
The column on the far right shows how the potential impact on climate change is distributed through
the use of different input factors. The large quantities of steel for various purposes, as well as cement
and concrete, each constitute around one fourth of total impact level, thus collectively constituting
nearly 3/4 of the total potential CO2 level for the tunnel construction component (not including
railway engineering and constructions). Production and diesel combustion are responsible for around
12%. The remaining input factors contribute comparatively less to climate change, but are potentially
more important for the other environmental impact categories. This will be discussed in more detail
in the results for individual components.
Tunnel construction has a relatively high electricity consumption associated with electric drilling rigs
but does not represent a significant impact on either of the environmental categories. Electricity
production has been modelled with a Norwegian electricity mix and therefore has low impact. The
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selection of a Nordic or European electricity mix will increase impact and the contribution from
electricity production.
5.1.1

Life cycle phases

Figure 5-2 shows corresponding results to the column ‘Life cycle phases’ in Figure 5-1, but for all five
environmental impact categories. The results may be broken down in a similar way for climate
change.

Figure 5-2: Environmental impact relating to different life cycle phases for all environmental impact categories.

The construction and maintenance phases also stand out as the most dominant for the other impact
categories and are responsible for over 90% of total impact regardless of category. Maintenance
constitutes over one half of total impact on ozone depletion and eutrophication, while it is otherwise
the construction phase that dominates.
Waste from maintenance appears to be somewhat more significant than waste from the
infrastructure disposal phase.
5.1.2 Corridors
Figure 5-3 shows the relative contributions of various impact categories for the three sections of line.
The tunnel section is clearly the most dominant. This is attributable to a combination of the length of
the section and the intensive use of input factors.
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Figure 5-3 Relative contribution of the various impact categories for the tunnel section and entrance to Oslo
Central Station and Ski.

5.1.3 Components
The construction phase is also described on a component level. Figure 5-4 shows the relative
contribution of the various components to the impact categories for the whole route construction.
As in in Figure 5-1, impact on climate change impacts, the tunnel component is responsible for the
greatest impact. Construction and railway engineering constitute a significant proportion of the
ozone depletion and eutrophication categories.

Figure 5-4: The relative contribution of components to the impact categories for the whole route construction.
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5.1.4 Input factors
The relative contribution of the various input factors in respect of total impact from construction is
presented in Table 5-1. The list is not exhaustive and focuses on the most important input factors
(> 3% of total).
Table 5-1: The significance of various input factors on the construction phase; the most important factors are in bold type.

Climate
change

Ozone depletion

Acidification

-

-

-

-

-

9.7%

11%

8.4%

-

11%

Electricity

-

-

-

-

-

Gravel

-

-

-

5.6%

-

XPS

-

70%

-

-

-

Polyurethane

5.1%

-

-

-

-

Blasting

3.4%

-

60%

-

62%

Cement

20%

-

3.8%

-

4%

Plastic

-

-

-

-

-

Copper

-

-

-

4.4%

-

Aluminium

-

-

-

-

-

Concrete

21%

-

-

-

-

Steel (high
quality)

13%

-

8.1%

22%

-

Steel (low
quality)

23%

5.4%

9.4%

45%

8.8%

407 mill.

83.5

3.11 mill.

120,000

3.55 mill.

(kg CO2 eq.)

(kg CFC-11 eq.)

(kg SO2 eq.)

(kg P eq.)

(kg NMVOC eq.)

Machinery
wear and tear
Diesel

Total,
equivalents

Eutrophication Photochemical
smog
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The table shows significant variations between the various impact categories. Steel, cement and
concrete constitute more than 3/4 of the category climate change, while steel alone accounts for 2/3
of total impacts on eutrophication. Expanded polystyrene (XPS) is responsible for 70% of impact
associated with ozone depletion. This primarily reflects the high damage potential of individual
substances within single categories, although there is also uncertainty surrounding the valuation of
the damage potential of individual substances.
The blasting process plays a dominant role within the acidification and photochemical ozone
formation categories, primarily due to the discharge of ammonia and NO2 into the atmosphere.

5.2 Results – Construction
The two corridor alternatives each comprise three sections, of which two are identical for both
alternatives. Thus, the difference between the corridors is in the two alternative construction
methods for the tunnel section – a single bore tunnel or a twin bore tunnel. Discussion and
presentation of the results commences at a section level before the total results are presented at a
route level.
Due to the scope and number of components for the various sections and route alternatives, it has
been deemed impractical to show detailed results for all components and unit processes. Results are
presented at a section level and for the most important components within each section.
Components and sections are then assembled to represent route alternatives.

5.2.1 Construction of section 1: Entry to Oslo Central Station
The following figures show the results for construction of the entry to Oslo Central Station. Results
are presented at a section level, as well as for the two most important components that form part of
the section.
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Section 1 – Entry to Oslo Central Station

Figure 5-5: Section 1 – Entry to Oslo Central Station.



Figure 5-5 shows the relative contributions of the various components that form part of the
entry to Oslo Central Station within the individual environmental impact categories.
Constructions constitute 80-91% of total impact, depending on impact category.



In respect of construction components, steel for reinforcement and sheet pile construction,
cement and concrete are the most important input factors.



Railway engineering is the next most important component, while input factors associated
with rig sites constitute a very small proportion.
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Section 1 – Entry to Oslo Central Station, component: Constructions

Figure 5-6: Section 1 – Entry to Oslo Central Station, component: Constructions.

Figure 5-6 shows the results for the construction component that constitutes the most emissionintensive part of the section’s construction.



Material input constitutes the main proportion of impact for the majority of the
environmental categories.



Steel for reinforcement and sheet pile construction constitutes over one half of total impact,
regardless of category.



After steel, concrete and cement make the most significant contribution.
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Section 1 – Entry to Oslo Central Station, component: Railway engineering

Figure 5-7: Section 1 – Entry to Oslo Central Station, component: Railway engineering.

Figure 5-7 shows the results for the component that describes input factors for railway engineering.





Steel, especially high quality steel, constitutes the most significant contribution within all
categories.
Nearly 3/4 of impact on climate change is associated with steel production, primarily for the
rails and catenary system.
Gravel for superstructures and concrete for sleepers contribute to a certain extent within all
categories.
The remaining input factors make only a minimal contribution.
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5.2.2 Construction of section 2: Single bore tunnel alternative
The following figures show results for construction of the single bore tunnel section. The results are
presented at a section level, as well as for the two most important components that form part of the
section.
Section 2 – Single bore tunnel

Figure 5-8: Section 2 – Single bore tunnel.

Figure 5-8 shows the relative contributions of the various components that constitute the tunnel
section within the individual environmental impact categories.




The tunnel component stands out as the most important with 60-96% of total impact,
depending on environmental category.
Railway engineering work is the next most important component.
Constructions constitute a very small proportion of impact for the tunnel section and only
show visible results in the figure for the category ‘eutrophication’, primarily as a
consequence of steel production.
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Section 2 – Single bore tunnel, component: Tunnel

Figure 5-9: Section 2 – Single bore tunnel, component: Tunnel.

Figure 5-9 shows the results for the tunnel component that constitutes the most emission-intensive
part of the section’s construction.








Material input constitutes the main proportion of impact for the majority of the
environmental categories.
In respect of impact on climate change, it is material use in the form of steel of varying
qualities, as well as concrete and cement that constitutes the main proportion of impacts.
Fuel also makes a significant contribution, and these materials collectively constitute over
80% of impacts.
Impact on ozone depletion is primarily associated with the manufacture of coolants that
form part of the production of expanded polystyrene (XPS).
In respect of eutrophication, the most significant source of impact is associated with steel
production for use in reinforcement and sheet pile construction, as well as high quality steel
for drill steel and bolts.
Acidification and photochemical smog are primarily dominated by direct impact associated
with blasting, as a consequence of the discharge of ammonia and NO2 into the atmosphere.
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Section 2 – Single bore tunnel, component: Railway engineering

Figure 5-10: Section 2 – Single bore tunnel, component: Railway engineering.

Figure 5-10 shows the results for the component that describes input factors for railway engineering.





Steel, especially high quality steel, constitutes the most significant contribution within all
categories.
Nearly 3/4 of impact on climate change is associated with steel production, primarily for the
rails and catenary system.
Gravel for superstructures and concrete for sleepers contribute to a certain extent within all
categories.
The remaining input factors make only a minimal contribution.
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5.2.3 Construction of section 2: Twin bore tunnel alternative
The following figures show results for construction of the twin bore tunnel section. The results are
presented at a section level, as well as for the two most important components that form part of the
section. The relative results and conclusions are primarily identical to the section comprising the twin
bore tunnel alternative in Chapter 5.2.2.
Section 2 – Twin bore tunnel

Figure 5-11: Section 2 – Twin bore tunnel.

Figure 5-11 shows the relative contributions of the various components that constitute the tunnel
section within the individual environmental impact categories. There are few differences in relation
to the results presented for the single bore tunnel. Relatively speaking, this tunnel component
constitutes an even greater proportion of impacts than for the single bore tunnel alternative.




The tunnel component stands out as the most important with 68-97% of total impact,
depending on the environmental category.
Railway engineering is the next most important component.
Constructions constitute a very small proportion of total impact for the tunnel section and
only show visible results in the figure for the category ‘eutrophication’, primarily as a
consequence of steel production.
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Section 2 – Twin bore tunnel, component: Tunnel

Figure 5-12: Section 2 – Twin bore tunnel, component: Tunnel.

Figure 5-12 shows the results for the tunnel component that constitutes the part of the section`s
construction that lead to the highest impact. The points below reiterate the same conclusions as for
the single bore tunnel alternative.








Material input constitutes the main proportion of impact for the majority of environmental
categories.
In respect of impact on climate change, it is material use in the form of steel of varying
qualities, as well as concrete and cement, which constitutes the main proportion of impacts.
Fuel also makes a significant contribution, and these materials collectively constitute over
80% of impacts.
Impact on ozone depletion is primarily associated with the manufacture of coolants that
form part of the production of expanded polystyrene (XPS).
In respect of eutrophication, the most significant impact is associated with steel production
for use in reinforcement and sheet pile construction, as well as high quality steel for drill
steel and bolts.
Acidification and photochemical smog are primarily dominated by direct impact associated
with blasting, as a consequence of the discharge of ammonia and NO2 into the atmosphere.
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Section 2 – Twin bore tunnel, component: Railway engineering

Figure 5-13: Section 2 – Twin bore tunnel, component: Railway engineering.

Figure 5-13 shows the results for the component that describes input factors for railway engineering.
The points below reiterate the same conclusions as for the single bore tunnel alternative.





Steel, especially high quality steel, constitutes the most significant contribution within all
categories.
Nearly 3/4 of the impact on climate change is associated with steel production, primarily for
the rails and catenary system.
Gravel for superstructures and concrete for sleepers contribute to a certain extent within all
categories.
The remaining input factors make only a minimal contribution.
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5.2.4 Construction of section 3: Entry to Ski
The following figures show results for construction of the open section that constitutes the Follo
Line’s entry to Ski station. The results are presented at a section level, as well as for the two most
important components that form part of the section. Both the single bore and twin bore tunnel
alternatives are combined with this section to form two different route alternatives. As shown in
Figure 5-1, this section only constitutes around 10% of the Follo Line’s route length.
Section 3 – Entry to Ski

Figure 5-14: Relative contribution of components within the environmental impact categories for section 3 – entry
to Ski.

Figure 5-14 shows the relative contributions of individual components within the various
environmental impact categories. The results for this section are more ambiguous than the results
for the tunnel section and have reached different conclusions in respect of environmental impact.





Constructions stand out as the most important component within the environmental
category climate change, ozone depletion and eutrophication categories.
In respect of the formation of photochemical smog, the rig site constitutes the most
important component due to the impact from blasting uncompact materials and the
transportation of same.
The contribution from railway engineering is proportionally similar for all impact categories
and varies from around 13-32%.
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Section 3 – Entry to Ski, component: Rig site

Figure 5-15: Section 3 – Entry to Ski, component: Rig site.

Figure 5-15 shows the results for the rig site component and the significance of its various input
factors.





It has been planned that the entry to Ski will run low in the terrain, thus resulting in a degree
of extra spoil movement, which is reflected in the results presented here.
Diesel consumption associated with transportation is responsible for the majority of total
impact level within the environmental categories climate change and ozone depletion
categories.
Blasting in connection with spoil extraction constitutes the primary source of impact within
the acidification and photochemical smog categories. This was also an important process for
blasting in connection with the tunnel section.
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Section 3 – Entry to Ski, component: Constructions

Figure 5-16: Section 3 – Entry to Ski, component: Constructions

Figure 5-16 shows the relative contributions within Constructions of the various impact categories.




Use of steel for sheet pile construction and shoring represents the most important
contribution within all the impact categories. In respect of the impact of eutrophication, the
other input factors make a very small contribution.
Concrete castings and fuel consumption both contribute to a certain extent.
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5.2.5 Comparison of the three sections of the corridor – Total results for construction

Figure 5-17: Total results for both sections (single bore and twin bore alternatives for the tunnel section).

Figure 5-17 shows a comparison of the total results for all sections (two alternatives for the tunnel
section). Regardless of environmental impact category, the tunnel section clearly dominates
although this is also largely reflected by the difference in the length of the section. Generally, route
alternative 2 comprising the twin bore tunnel also results in higher impact within all impact
categories.
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5.2.6 Comparison of the three sections of the corridor – Normalised results for
construction

Figure 5-18: Comparison of the total results for the sections, normalized result, per km of double track line for
each section.

Figure 5-17, similar to the figure above, shows a comparison of the total results for the various
sections, although in Figure 5-18 the results have been normalised to per km of double track line for
each section. To a certain extent this leads to a significant change in the relative results for some
impact categories. The entry to Oslo Central Station is a material-intensive part of the construction,
particularly regarding the use of steel for sheet pile construction, shoring and reinforcement. Difficult
ground conditions and the characteristics of the area also result in the extensive use of cement for
lime-cement columns and concrete castings. The large input volumes of these materials constitute,
collectively, over 90% of the potential impact on climate change, and explain the section’s
significance on the normalised results. The intensive use of steel also explains why the entry to Oslo
Central Station is dominant in respect of impacts associated with the impact on eutrophication.
Regarding the other categories, the twin bore tunnel makes the greatest environmental impact. In
respect of climate change, impact per km of double track line are around twice as high for the twin
bore tunnel as for the open section on the entry to Ski. The single bore tunnel alternative falls
between the twin-bore tunnel and the entry to Ski.
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5.2.7 Comparison of corridor alternatives – Construction

Figure 5-19: Results for all environmental impact categories, based on a comparison of route alternatives.

In Figure 5-19, construction of the sections is assembled into routes. The entries to Ski and Oslo
Central Station are the same in both alternatives and the only distinction between the routes is in
terms of the choice of the single bore or twin bore tunnel alternative. Thus, the comparison of route
alternatives for construction reflects only the difference between the two tunnel alternatives and is
discussed above.
Regardless of impact category, the twin bore tunnel alternative is more emission-intensive during the
construction phase. However, the differences are not particularly significant and vary between
75-92% for the single bore alternative compared to the twin bore alternative and must be seen in the
context of the maintenance requirements and operational conditions of the two alternatives.

5.3 Results – Maintenance
The results for the construction phase are presented at a component level for the various sections,
based on design figures for the Follo Line. A corresponding level of detail for the maintenance phase
is not available but is instead covered at a section level (corresponding to level 4 in Figure 3-2 ).
The main results indicate that the maintenance phase contributes to a relatively large proportion of
the total impact, as shown in Table 8.1. Maintenance requirements and associated input factors are
based on generic railway maintenance routines and the LCC report. In accordance with the PCR, the
calculation period for the Follo Line has been set at 60 years and maintenance requirements have
been correspondingly calculated. In the LCC report, a service life and calculation period of 50 years
has been used, and this has implications for the maintenance calculations. Components and
materials estimated in the LCC analysis as having a service life equal to the entire calculation period
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must therefore be replaced after 50 years, i.e. 10 years before the conclusion of the Follo Line’s
calculation period. Thus, 1/5 of the production of new components with a service life of 50 years, but
that are used for 10 years within the calculation period of the line, may be ascribed to the Follo Line’s
maintenance phase.
5.3.1 Section 1 – Entry to Oslo Central Station

Figure 5-20: Section 1 – Entry to Oslo Central Station.

Figure 5-20 shows the results for the maintenance phase for the entry to Oslo Central Station.


The highest impact associated with maintenance is associated with steel production, as well
as production and combustion of fuel.



Electricity contributes to 7-19% of impact, depending on impact category. 70% of
consumption stems from the heating of points.
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5.3.2 Section 2 – Single bore tunnel

Figure 5-21: Section 2 – Single bore tunnel.

Figure 5-21 shows the results for the maintenance phase for the tunnel section comprising a single
bore tunnel. As with the construction phase, it is the large volume of material that dominates the
majority of impact categories.




Steel and concrete alone constitute nearly 90% of impact on climate change associated with
the line’s maintenance phase.
As in the construction phase, impact on ozone depletion is dominated by the production of
expanded polystyrene.
Fuel consumption constitutes less than 10% for the majority of categories, with the
exception of photochemical smog.
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5.3.3 Section 2 – Twin bore tunnel

Figure 5-22: Section 2 – Twin bore tunnel.

Figure 5-22 shows the results for the maintenance phase for the tunnel section comprising a twin
bore tunnel. The relative results and conclusions are primarily identical to the single bore alternative
described above.




Steel and concrete alone constitute nearly 90% of impact on climate change associated with
the line’s maintenance phase.
As in the construction phase, impact on ozone depletion is dominated by the production of
expanded polystyrene.
Fuel consumption constitutes less than 10% for the majority of categories, with the
exception of photochemical smog.
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5.3.4 Section 3 – Entry to Ski

Figure 5-23: Section 3 – Entry to Ski.

Figure 5-23 shows the relative results for the maintenance phase for the open section comprising the
entry to Ski. The results distinguish themselves in several ways from tunnel section maintenance.




Steel is the most important input factor for all impact categories, primarily as a consequence
of track renewal.
Diesel is the next most important input factor for all impact categories, with the exception of
eutrophication.
Transformer replacement makes a visible contribution within all impact categories.
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5.3.5 Comparison of sections of line – Total results for maintenance

Figure 5-24: Total results for the maintenance phase, divided into sections.

In Figure 5-24 the results for the maintenance requirements for the various sections are compared at
a total level. As with the construction phase, the tunnel section is clearly the most dominant, with
the largest impact associated with the twin bore alternative.

5.3.6 Comparison of sections of line – Normalised results for maintenance

Figure 5-25: Total results for the maintenance phase, normalized per km of double track line.

Figure 5-25 shows, in turn, a comparison of the total results for the maintenance phase, although
normalised per km of double track line. The open section, comprising the entry to Ski still has the
lowest impact, although they vary between 8-63% compared to the twin bore tunnel alternative,
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which is the highest for all impact categories. The corresponding figures for the entry to Oslo Central
Station are 11-77%.

5.4 Results – Waste and infrastructure disposal
As previously shown, waste from maintenance and infrastructure disposal constitutes a smaller
proportion of the total impact level associated with the Follo Line. In order to distinguish between
waste generated during the line’s service life and waste following the end of its service life,
maintenance waste and waste from infrastructure disposal have been kept separate in the project.

5.4.1 Waste from operation and maintenance

Figure 5-26: Total results for waste processing for all environmental impact categories in respect of maintenance of the
various sections.

Figure 5-26 shows the total results for waste processing associated with maintenance of the various
sections for all environmental impact categories.



The section alternative with the twin bore tunnel constitutes the most significant impact
within all impact categories.
The LCA for waste processing is generally more dominated by the tunnel section, compared
to the figures for other life cycle phases.
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5.4.2 Infrastructure disposal following end of service life

Figure 5-27: Total results for waste processing in respect of the disposal of the Follo Line’s infrastructure for all
environmental impact categories.

Figure 5-27 shows the total results for waste processing associated with the disposal of the Follo
Line’s infrastructure for all environmental impact categories.




The tunnel section has generally higher environmental impact than the open section on the
entry to Ski.
The twin bore tunnel has higher impact associated with infrastructure disposal compared to
the single bore tunnel.
The entries to Ski and Oslo Central Station are relatively more significant with regard to
waste generated from infrastructure disposal compared to waste from maintenance.

5.5 Results – Corridor alternatives
Figure 5-28 shows the total results for all life cycle phases at a route level for the twin bore and single
bore tunnel alternatives. As previously specified, the distinction between these two routes applies to
the tunnel section only, while the entries to Oslo Central Station and Ski are the same for both
routes.
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Figure 5-28: Comparison of total results for the entire life cycle of the respective route alternatives.

The results for the route alternative comprising the single bore tunnel are lower within all
environmental impact categories than for the twin bore tunnel alternative. This reflects the results
presented previously for the respective phases of construction, maintenance, waste and
infrastructure disposal, which all show potentially greater impact for the twin bore tunnel. The
differences in the total results for all life cycle phases vary between 71-91%, depending on impact
category. The differences are attributable to the varying number of input factors for the two
alternatives.

5.6 Results per km of double track line
Table 5-2 shows that normalised results are per km of double track line for the various life cycle
phases of the Follo Line. The table supplements previously presented results with relative results.
Table 5-2: Comparison of normalised results per km of double track line for various impact categories and life cycle phases.

Climate
change
(kg CO2 eq.)

Ozone depletion

Acidification

Eutrophication

(kg CFC-11 eq.)

(kg SO2 eq.)

(kg P eq.)

Photochemical
smog
(kg NMVOC
eq.)

Total section 1:
Entry to Oslo
Central Station

26.9 mill.

1.61

90,600

11,000

95,900

Construction

21.1 mill.

0.98

60,000

7,880

64,400

Maintenance

4.87 mill.

0.47

25,800

3,070

23,500
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Maintenance,
waste

0.28 mill.

0.049

1,400

33.6

2,300

Infrastructure
disposal

0.71 mill.

0.11

3,440

68.5

5,650

Total section 2:
single bore tunnel

21.2 mill.

5.72

159,000

7,060

179,000

Construction

12.3 mill.

2.84

126,000

3,390

145,000

Maintenance

7.46 mill.

2.72

28,600

3,550

26,000

Maintenance,
waste

0.79 mill.

0.14

3,830

85.5

6,310

Infrastructure
disposal

0.72 mill.

0.028

1,180

36.7

1,830

27 mill.

8.24

178,000

8,420

201,000

Construction

15.5 mill.

3.87

138,000

4,180

158,000

Maintenance

9.51 mill.

4.15

33,500

4,100

31,900

Maintenance,
waste

1.06 mill.

0.18

5,190

100

8,650

Infrastructure
disposal

0.89 mill.

0.036

1,500

42

2,360

Total section 3:
Entry to Ski

12.4 mill.

0.96

64,700

5,690

68,400

Construction

7.79 mill.

0.54

41,100

3,370

45,700

Maintenance

4.08 mill.

0.33

20,900

2,260

18,300

Maintenance,
waste

0.28 mill.

0.048

1,370

36.8

2,220

Infrastructure
disposal

0.27 mill.

0.042

1,350

24.7

2,220

Total section 2:
twin bore tunnel
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5.7 Use of the life cycle assessment to improve environmental
performance
The objective of the LCA is to highlight the parts of the Follo Line construction project that are of the
greatest significance to a defined selection of potential environmental impact categories. In addition
to highlighting which parts of the infrastructure life cycle phases, and which underlying input factors
are of significance, the LCA provides a basis upon which to identify areas of improvement for
environmental performance. The environmental performance of railway infrastructure is primarily
associated with material input and it is therefore material consumption and material production that
are the most important areas for improvement. Such improvements may potentially take place on
several levels:


Volume – Reduce material input.



Manufacturer/production technology – Conscious choice of manufacturers and production
technology that offer improved environmental performance.



Material substitution – Selection of alternative materials with a lower environmental impact.



Technology and design – Alternative design and development of infrastructure and its
various components with regard to reduced material use, maintenance, and/or use of
alternative materials with a lower environmental impact.

The use of steel, as well as cement for grouting and in concrete, constitute the most important input
factors in the LCA and thus represent significant areas where potential improvements could be
made. For these materials, a theoretical improvement potential – resulting from material
substitution and changes in production technology through the use of fly ash cement and different
types of steel containing varying proportions of recycled material – has been examined.
5.7.1 Cement production
The impact of replacing original generic Portland cement with fly ash cement has been examined for
the construction phase. The alternative type of cement contains 20% fly ash. Cement is an input
factor in three different materials or areas of application:


Direct use in the form of cement for grouting in mass stabilisation.



Replacement of cement in concrete elements.



Replacement of cement in concrete linings.

With regard to climate change, Figure 5-29 shows the impact of substituting cement with fly ash for
the three areas of application above.
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Figure 5-29: The impact on climate change when substituting generic cement with fly ash cement for construction.

The left column shows the original results without the fly ash cement substitute, while the
subsequent columns show the introduction of fly ash into several areas of application. Substitution
with fly ash cement in direct use gives a reduction in total environmental impact of around 4%, which
increases to nearly 7% when the substitution is also applied to concrete elements, and to 8% in the
case of substitution in all three areas of application. Fly ash cement may be generally regarded as a
more optimum choice based on the environmental criteria in this study.
Discussions among LCA specialists indicate that substitution with fly ash cement in concrete linings
stands out as the most relevant and easily achievable option, followed by substitution in concrete
elements and grouting cement, in the above-mentioned order.
5.7.2 Steel production
With regard to steel production, the impact of replacing standard steel with recycled steel has been
examined. ‘Replacement of steel’ refers to a substitution between different types of steel. The
following measures have been considered to examine the impacts of substitution and potential
improvement:
1. Market average for reinforcing steel (37% recycled) replaced with 100% recycled reinforcing
steel.
2. Newly refined 18/8 chrome steel replaced with the market average for reinforcing steel.
3. Newly refined 18/8 chrome steel replaced with 100% recycled chrome steel.
The impacts of the following were also assessed:
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4. All steel derived from 100% recycling.
5. All steel derived from 100% recycled reinforcing steel.

Figure 5-30: Impact on climate change of various steel use scenarios

Figure 5-30 shows the impact of the various alternatives in respect on climate change.
The left column shows the original results for the construction phase without any change in the
production and use of steel. Alternative 1, in which reinforcing steel comprises 100% recycled
material, suggests a reduction in total impact from construction of just over 7%. If newly refined
chrome steel is replaced by a level of recycling corresponding to the market average for reinforcing
steel, the results show a reduction of 9.6%, similar to alternative 2. Replacement of newly refined
chrome steel with recycled chrome steel in alternative 3 indicates a reduction in total impact level of
just below 2%.
A combination of alternative 1 and 3 in which all steel is obtained from recycled material, similar to
alternative 4, indicates a total reduction of 9% for construction. Alternative 5, comprising a scenario
in which all steel use is based on recycled reinforcing steel, indicates a reduction in total impact of
over 20%.
The results for the material substitution of cement and steel include construction of the tunnel
section and the entry to Ski for the single bore tunnel alternative. In both cases the results indicate a
gain in the form of reduced impact as a consequence of material substitution. The section of line
constituting the entry to Oslo Central Station involves substantial use of grouting cement and will
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thus contribute to a further potential reduction in impact level. The twin bore tunnel alternative
results in higher cement consumption both directly for grouting and in concrete elements and
concrete castings and will give a greater potential for reduction in total impact level, percentagewise. The entry to Oslo Central Station requires a large volume of reinforcing steel and further
emphasises the relevance of reductions in environmental impact in steel production and steel
consumption.
5.7.3 Measures
In both cases, scenarios for the material substitution of cement and steel indicate a significant
potential for improvement and reduction in total impact from construction. The results presented
above must be regarded as estimates and interpreted accordingly. Nonetheless, they indicate a
significant potential. The figures are based on generic database figures for average or representative
European production. Increased accuracy will depend on supplier-specific information for the
relevant materials, in terms of both impact levels and improvement potential.
The LCA evaluate potential environmental impact resulting from a planned construction, thus
forming a basis upon which to provide information regarding total environmental impact, as well as a
basis upon which to assess, prioritise and rank areas that may potentially be improved. Improvement
potential may be realised on two levels:
1. Concept level – Selection of concept and design of infrastructure solution.
2. Project level – Improvement within a chosen concept.
The concept level comprises the selection of route and the design of same in terms of either single
track line or double track line, tunnel or open section, design speed, etc. In respect of the Follo Line,
the choice between a single bore or twin bore tunnel is an example of concept selection.

Project level
Improvements on a project level are similar to the scenarios describing material substitution above.
The results from this provide an indication of the potential for improving the various solutions. In this
instance, impact associated with input factors are based on generic database figures for average
European production or representative production, and are thus only indicative.
Measures to realise improvement potential on a project level may be implemented by imposing
requirements on suppliers regarding documentation of environmental performance, input factors
and impacts, as well as the conscious selection of suppliers who are documentable superior.
Examples may be as described above by imposing requirements or favouring cement and concrete
suppliers that use fly ash or other recycled aggregates in their production. Requirements may also be
imposed on steel regarding the proportion of recycled material used. Use of recyclable material and
the requirements for this apply to both incoming material and outgoing material, i.e. use of recycled
material during construction and adaptation of material for recycling at the point of replacement/
infrastructure disposal.
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In respect of selection on both a concept level and a project level, the environmental contribution
must be weighed against any technical or safety related qualities. Also, service life considerations,
including maintenance, must form the basis of the final selection. For material-intensive projects,
consideration must also be made regarding the extent to which sufficient quantities of recovered
material for substitution is available on the market.

Concept level
Measures at a concept level include new design or new construction methods comprising
environmental characteristics that have changed significantly. This may involve solutions utilising
different types of material, volumes, maintenance routines, etc.
Developments of technology and construction solutions are difficult to discuss on a general level. The
results here indicate that there is significant room for improvement in the method chosen for
constructing and securing tunnels. When prioritising and selecting innovative solutions it is important
that this is conducted against the background of an overall assessment.

5.7.4 Recommendations
The discussion on improvement potential and measures forms the basis of a number of
recommendations for construction projects:







Documentation requirements in the selection of concept, project solution and supplier.
The issuance of guidelines for the selection of concept, project solution and supplier must be
suited to the applicable technical area and assessed in relation to overall environmental
performance.
Supplier selection
o Documentation requirements
o Requirements for environmental characteristics, e.g. CO2 equivalent or other
environmental categories, recycled proportion, or similar
Material requirements must be assessed in relation to actual needs and an optimum balance
must exist between choice of material and use in relation to life cycle and maintenance
requirements.
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6 DISCUSSION
The results and conclusions of a life cycle assessment are sensitive with regard to the selection of
both data sources/data quality and the impact on the environment. Such choices should be made in
accordance with the purpose and scope of the study.

6.1 Importance of data source selection
The Life Cycle Assessment for the Follo Line relates to a project that is in the design stage. Thus,
there are currently no specific details available regarding the choice of technical solutions and what
this implies in terms of the use of input factors in relation to physical volumes, production
technology, suppliers and transport requirements. As specified in Chapter 4.2, generic process data
for energy and material production obtained from Ecoinvent, the LCI database has been used in the
LCA. This type of generic data describes average or representative production and production
technology. Generic data will, in varying degrees, be accurate in relation to the chosen solution, and
certain data will be more robust than other data. It is important to clarify which data may be
considered reliable, whether it represents an over-estimation or under-estimation, and, not least,
which data is sensitive in relation to the conclusions of the study.
The significance of using database figures in preference to specific figures will only become apparent
after the project has been completed and the utilised material volumes and contracted suppliers are
known. An LCA for a project in the design stage will nonetheless provide an insight into which
aspects, parts of the system and input factors are critical, and what may need to be examined more
closely. It will also provide an insight into which construction requirements should be imposed
regarding choice of solutions, materials and suppliers.

6.2 Importance of impact category selection
The LCA shows the results relating to the functional unit, and for five different impact categories
specified in the PCR document guidelines. By including five different impact categories, a broader
spectrum is covered than in, for example, a pure climate assessment, thus ensuring a more robust
and balanced evaluation of environmental impact, as well as identifying, to a greater extent, possible
shifts between different impacts on the environment. However, in utilising a selection of impact
categories, it should also be understood that there are certain impacts not covered by the results and
that these effects may both reinforce and detract from the conclusions of the selection. For example,
the impact categories in the PCR document do not cover toxic effects, particle emissions, acreage
requirements and resource depletion. Thus, a predefined set of impact categories will, to a certain
extent, limit the results and the conclusions that may be drawn from such results.
The selection of impact categories must be conducted in accordance with the goal and scope of the
study and the environmental aspects one wishes to highlight.
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6.3 Uncertainty and data quality
Table 6-1 provides an outline of input factors, which data sources have been used for modelling input
factors, the quality of the data material and the significance to the results. The subsequent sections
discuss the most important individual items and input factors that are of particular interest and
significance.
In the table, all direct use of generic database figures is defined as being medium quality or, in
exceptional cases, lower quality.
Table 6-1: Outline of data sources and data quality.

Components

Modelling

Quality

Significance

Comments

Design data, modified from
completed construction
projects

Medium/High

Great

High quality for construction projects

Input factors for components
Consumption
Machinery use

Modified based on Ecoinvent

Medium

Negligible

For trains, trucks and Robel machinery

Diesel consumption

impact factors from trucks

Medium/High

Medium

Production and combustion

Electricity

Norwegian mix, including
imports

High

Negligible

Sensitive to choice of production mix

Superstructure and substructure masses
Gravel

Generic process data

Medium

Negligible

EPS and PS

Generic process data

Medium

Negligible/
Great

Generally of negligible significance, but
dominant in respect of ozone depletion
attributable to use of cooling agents
during production

Blasting

Generic process data

Low

Medium

Important for acidification and
photochemical smog. Relatively great
uncertainty

Cement

Generic process data

Medium

Negligible/
Medium

Does not include cement in concrete

Polyurethane,
epoxy

Generic process data

Medium

Negligible

Mortar

Generic process data

Medium

Negligible

Generic process data

Medium

Negligible

Input

Cables/wiring/pipes
Plastic

Assumption of PVC use
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Copper

Generic process data

Medium

Negligible

Important for certain constituent parts,
such as signalling and
telecommunications systems

Aluminum

Generic process data

Medium

Negligible

Important for certain constituent parts,
such as fans and transformers

Generic process data

Medium

Great

Primarily associated with cement
production

Construction

Generic process data

Medium

Great

High quality, without any recycled
element

Bore steel and bolts

Generic process data

Medium

Medium

High quality, without any recycled
element

Reinforcement and
sheet pile
construction

Generic process data

Medium

Great

Reinforcement quality, high element of
recycled material

Lighting
(emergency
lighting)

Modelled based on material
composition and generic
process data

Medium

Negligible

Modelled with sub-components

Ventilation (fans)

Modelled based on material
composition and generic
process data

Medium

Negligible

Modelled with sub-components

Signalling systems

Modelled based on material
composition and generic
process data

Medium

Negligible

Modelled with sub-components

Transformers

Modelled based on material
composition and generic
process data

Medium

Negligible

Modelled with sub-components

Telecommunications
systems

Modelled based on material
composition and generic
process data

Medium

Negligible

Modelled with sub-components

Concrete
Concrete

Steel

Electrical installations

6.3.1 Components
‘Components’ corresponds to level 4 in Figure 3-2 and describes physical energy and material use.
These are design figures based on general assessments and adaptations for the Follo Line. Thus,
quality is assessed as medium/high, based on the prerequisites of a life cycle assessment. An LCA
based on specific figures for a completed project will have a higher degree of accuracy. The
component specification is the basis for all subsequent modelling of materials and energy, and is thus
of great significance.
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6.3.2 Electricity
Generally, electricity has little bearing on the results in the LCA regarding the conditions pertaining to
the use of a Norwegian mix, including imports, which has significantly lower impact than both the
European and Nordic mix due to the extensive use of hydro-electric power. An assumption of that a
Nordic mix will result in an impact on climate change that is four times higher per kWh compared to
a Norwegian mix, and corresponding figures for a European mix result in environmental impacts that
are 13 times higher. A similar pattern also applies to the other impact categories.
The Norwegian mix is descriptive of the current situation. Systems that draw significantly upon
existing energy production will result in a requirement for increased production and possible future
expansion, and will, to a greater extent, be covered by marginal energy production and more
emission-intensive electricity production. This does not only apply to energy production, even though
it is usually in this context that the issue is discussed. Also, material production is likely to become
more emission-intensive if a system draws on major resources and contributes to increased demand
and capacity expansion.
The selection of a Nordic electricity mix will result in higher impact and a relatively greater
contribution from electricity production, although it will not alter the main conclusions. For the
operational phase of the Follo Line that includes actual train transport, this will be a more important
factor.
The design of the Follo Line and the results presented in this report are based on blasting as the
chosen method of construction for the tunnel section. The alternative involving use of a tunnel
boring machine has not been examined and therefore cannot be considered within the time frame of
this report. This type of construction method will result in higher electricity consumption and the
choice of electricity mix therefore becomes more significant. Such an increase in electricity
consumption has not been quantified and the two alternative methods of construction must be
considered based on a total environmental assessment, where applicable.
6.3.3 Blasting
The impact categories acidification and photochemical smog are primarily dominated by direct
environmental impact associated with blasting, as a consequence of the discharge of ammonia and
NO2 into the atmosphere. Level of impact is based on generic database figures with a relatively high
degree of uncertainty and should be used with caution as this is a dominant input factor within two
of the impact categories.
6.3.4 Concrete
Concrete is one of the most important input factors in the Life Cycle Assessment of the Follo Line,
particularly with regard to the impact category climate change. It is primarily the production of
cement used in concrete that is responsible for the total impact level. The production figures are
based on an average of several production plants in Germany. It is not known how specific
Norwegian production will affect the results.
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6.3.5 Steel
Overall, steel of varying qualities stands out as the most important input factor. Steel use is divided
into two qualities, specified as high quality and low quality. Low quality steel is used for
reinforcement and sheet pile construction and contains a relatively high element of recycled
material. Low quality steel constitutes just over 1/3 of the environmental impact of high quality steel
per kg of material, depending on the impact category. Nonetheless, the high volumes still make a
significant contribution to the total results.
High quality steel does not contain recycled material and has a high element of Ferro-chromium and
Ferro-nickel. This steel quality is used in rails, masts and miscellaneous electrical installations. It is
regarded as a conservative choice and has most likely resulted in an over-estimation of the
environmental impact for certain constituent parts. Knowledge of the steel quality and the
production method used is therefore important for specific construction projects, and is a factor that
warrants attention in the selection of materials and suppliers.
6.3.6 Electrical installations
Electrical installations are described and modelled in a relatively detailed way and with several subcomponents based on a primary composite of materials. Even though material use in respect of
electrical installations is significant, it constitutes a small proportion of the total environmental
impact attributable to the major material input of other components.
Modelling is based on the most important materials, according to their weight. The potential use of
small amounts of heavy metals and other harmful substances has not been assessed. This may
potentially make electrical installations more important within certain impact categories. This
particularly applies to toxic effects that do not form part of the chosen range of impact categories.
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7 CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
7.1 Main results – environmental impact categories and energy
consumption
The main results for the environmental impact categories and energy consumption for the Follo
Line’s infrastructure are specified in Table 7-1. The results include total impact during the whole life
cycle in respect of construction, maintenance and infrastructure disposal for the entire route
comprising a twin bore tunnel, i.e. tunnel section and open sections on the entries to Oslo Central
Station and Ski station.
Figure 7-1: Impact equivalents for total construction, maintenance and infrastructure disposal for the entire route
comprising a twin bore tunnel (local impact on climate change is included in total impact on climate change).

The results from the assessment of the Follo Line’s infrastructure from a life cycle perspective
indicate the following:








The construction phase constitutes over 60% of impact on climate change and for certain
impact categories the proportion is even higher.
Maintenance is the next most important phase and constitutes almost 50% of total
impact for certain environmental categories.
The twin bore tunnel is the most emission-intensive alternative for the choice of route in
respect of the infrastructure from a life cycle perspective, with any differences in trainset operation and diversion of passengers in the event of tunnel closure kept separate.
The entry to Oslo Central Station and the tunnel section are the most emission-intensive
elements of the route due to the major material input. In respect of absolute results,
impacts are highest for the tunnel section due to a combination of the length of the
section and the material intensiveness.
The input of large volumes of steel, concrete and cement constitute the most significant
contribution to total impact level on climate change, while individual materials or
processes are most important for some of the other impact categories. This is a strong
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argument in favour of the use of unit processes with a high degree of detail in the
modelling, as has taken place in this project.
The conclusions are strongest in respect of environmental impact in which the results are
dominated by major material fractions. In the other environmental impact categories the
results are, to a larger extent, governed by single components in which the choice of
delimitation criteria may be of great significance in terms of whether the input factors
have been adequately covered.
The importance of material production means that material selection and choice of
production technology and production plant will be of great significance to the total level
of impact from construction.
Large volumes of materials and resources are used on technical installations for railway
engineering but are, however, of less significance to the total impact.
Waste and infrastructure disposal constitute a smaller proportion of the total impact
level compared to construction and maintenance. It has been assumed that the
significance of waste processes will increase if resource use is examined more specifically
as a separate environmental consequence.

The twin bore tunnel alternative stands out as the alternative with the highest level of impact within
all environmental categories. It must be emphasised that this conclusion is based on the results of
the LCA of the Follo Line’s infrastructure and does not allow for aspects relating to train operation
throughout the calculation period or the effect of line closure due to maintenance work, and any
possible alternative means of transport as a consequence of such closures.

7.2 Impact on climate change – locally and outside of Norway
In accordance with the National Transport Plan (NTP), impact on climate change from the project
should be reported as local impacts and impact from activities outside of Norway. Local impact on
climate change is defined here as impact on a national level. This includes energy consumption from
machinery during the construction phase and from maintenance operations, as well as direct
consumption of electricity for the same phases. Energy consumption in machinery is based on diesel
combustion, while direct electric power consumption is assumed to be based on a Norwegian
electricity mix, including net imports. Norwegian electricity production has significantly lower
emission intensity for climate change than, for example, Nordic electricity. A Norwegian electricity
mix has been used in the project, i.e. a proportion of imported electricity is included that gives a
higher emission intensity than for Norwegian production only. However, an assumption of a Nordic
electricity mix will result in almost five times higher impact on climate change from electricity
consumption.
Total local impact on climate change from machinery use and electricity consumption during the
construction and maintenance phases are presented in Table 7-1 and constitute collectively almost
10% (64,500 ton CO2 eq.) of the total impact level from construction and maintenance, divided into
around 85% from fuel and 15% from electricity consumption.
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It is assumed that all movement of spoil and transportation of materials to the line is local transport.
In reality, it is likely that some materials will be purchased from abroad and will therefore cause
impact beyond the geographic area that has been defined as local (disregarding the fact that impacts
outside of Norway have been generated as a consequence of local/Norwegian demand). Thus, the
environmental impact from fuel may have been over-estimated.
On the other hand, it is probable that we have under-estimated local impact on climate change by
restricting local impact to cover direct electricity consumption and fuel for the transportation of
materials and uncompact materials. Some of the input factors may be manufactured in Norway, i.e.
locally, and these will therefore be included as local impacts. As only design data is being dealt with
at this time, it has not yet been clarified where materials will be manufactured and purchased from.
Table 5-1 shows that the most significant impact on climate change is associated with the production
of steel, concrete and cement. Where these materials are purchased and, not least, what production
technology will be used are therefore important factors in respect of the total impact of the Life
Cycle Assessment for the Follo Line.
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APPENDIX 1: GENERAL ASPECTS OF A LIFE CYCLE
ASSESSMENT
The Life Cycle Assessment for the Follo Line is based on the LCA methodology, calculated for the
planned railway infrastructure between Oslo and Ski. This chapter provides a brief, general
description of the LCA method, as well as some definitions and common issues in an LCA.
An LCA is a systematic assessment of the environmental aspects and impact of product systems
during the whole life cycle ‘from the cradle to the grave’. An LCA summarises and aggregates the
environmental impact of input factors and environmental impact from every phase of the life cycle:
extraction of raw materials, manufacture and transportation of materials, use and disposal of the
line. The environmental impact is spread over the defined life cycle of the products or services.
The goal and scope of an LCA is decisive in respect of the choice of methodology, data sources,
system boundaries delimitations, as well as the selection and development of environmental impact
categories indicators, and must therefore be clarified at an early stage of the process.

System boundaries
Important limitations, assumptions and conditions for the LCA and the system boundaries, should be
documented. System boundaries indicate the value chain’s framework, which is the object of the
LCA. It is important to document the parts and elements of the life cycle that have been included, as
well as those that have been excluded, for example





System units – infrastructure, station buildings, lighting, transportation of raw materials and
materials, etc.
Life cycle phases – material production, construction, operation, maintenance, infrastructure
disposal, recycling.
Level of detail – material delimitation, input factors and unit processes in the value chain and
life cycle.
Environmental impact categories and environmental indicators – presentation of results,
selection of potential environmental impact from the LCA: environmental impact,
acidification, eutrophication, etc.

Unit processes
The LCA model has been compiled from evaluated sub-processes from all phases of the life cycle –
unit processes. A unit process quantifies input factors, generated impact sand waste. Input factors for
a unit process may be elementary streams or products from upstream unit processes.
It is important to conduct qualified system boundaries and prioritisation of underlying system
processes in order to prevent the life cycle assessment from becoming disproportionately extensive
and detailed. At the same time, an appropriate distribution and definition of unit processes will
ensure flexibility in the further utilisation and expansion of the model.
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Functional unit and comparability
Functional units are defined by the product’s function, properties and service life. Functional units
are important in life cycle assessments as they enable comparisons to be made between different
products or systems that have been manufactured with varying input factors but that fulfil the same
function and requirement.
Functional units with comparable system boundaries make it possible to compare the environmental
impact from different transport solutions, for example, on road and rail.

System data sources
Evaluated unit processes are grouped into, respectively, foreground system and background system.
In an LCA, data is procured for important unit processes: consumption of materials and energy,
generated waste and impacts /discharge to the atmosphere, water and the ground. Resource use
and impacts from all unit processes are summarised and aggregated throughout the life cycle, from
the background system and foreground system, to total resource use, impact and waste for the
functional unit.
Foreground and background system
The foreground system deals with the parts of the model covered by specific figures, i.e. we create
processes ourselves with input and output factors. The foreground system covers input factors that
form part of construction, operation and maintenance, as well as disposal of railway infrastructure.
Input factors comprise, among other items, steel rails, concrete sleepers and explosives.
The background system deals with all input factors for unit processes back through the value chain
commencing with the foreground system (from extraction of raw materials to manufacture of input
factors: materials and energy for the foreground system). Input factors comprise, among other items,
steel for rail production and cement for concrete sleeper production.
Data sources
Data for the life cycle inventory may be procured from many different sources: suppliers,
manufacturers, dedicated experience data, environmental reports, statistical data, databases
containing resource use and impact from product life cycles: Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) databases.



Specific data is actual consumption and environmental data for the relevant product in the life
cycle assessment, often available for the foreground system.
Generic data may be consumption and environmental data procured from an LCI database. This
may comprise average figures from several production plants or specific data for a product
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considered representative of the actual product. Generic data is often used for the background
system.
Source selection will depend on the purpose, goal and scope of the life cycle assessment, which
phase of the life cycle it is being conducted in, as well as the availability of data. There will be varying
degrees of uncertainty to the data basis, depending on the phases it was procured from and the
phases being assessed in the LCA.
A completed project will provide access to specific data for the foreground system. For the
background system, reliable specific data is often not available for all relevant processes and generic
data has to be used instead. Specific data will not be available for a project in the planning and
design phase, either for the foreground system or the background system. The utilisation of
materials and products has often not been established, nor have suppliers been selected. Also,
transport performance has not been evaluated. Data must then be procured from other available
sources.

Environmental impact categories and basis for decision-making
The results of the LCA, with a selection of consumption and environmental data, impact data, will be
presented in an appropriate format as relevant environmental impact categories that clarify the
potential impact on the environment. Environmental and impact data may be grouped and
categorised in order to quantify and highlight potential environmental impact and damage.
Choice of environmental impact categories
It will be necessary to make a selection of impact categories for presentation in the LCA results.
If every available environmental impact category is included, the information may be difficult to
interpret and draw conclusions from.
The selected environmental impact categories will be examined and will influence the further use of
the LCA. Thus, it is important that a qualified selection of impact categories is made based on the
results of the life cycle assessment. This is to ensure that the important environmental impacts of the
measures are not overlooked in the process.
Adaptation of environmental data
Requirements and environmental data may be adapted in order to simplify the interpretation and
clarify the impact on the environment. In addition to presenting total consumption and impact, the
following procedures may also take place:


Classification – grouping of environmental parameters into impact categories based on
potential environmental impact: global warming potential (GWP), acidification,
eutrophication, etc.
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Characterisation – different substances within the same category, i.e. with potential
environmental impact within the same impact category, expressed as an equivalent value.
The volume of the substance is multiplied by a characterisation factor in order to arrive at an
equivalent value. The global warming potential (GWP) is expressed, for example, as a kg CO2
equivalent.



Normalisation – calculation of the size of the impact category results in relation to a given
reference, for example total national impacts, European impacts or other impact.



Weighing – conversion of indicator results across environmental categories through the use
of numerical factors that build upon value clarification.

Midpoint and endpoint indicators
The results for all sub-calculations from all unit processes, with an outline of input factors and
associated environmental impacts, may be presented in different ways, each having their own
strengths and weaknesses. The interim findings represent an extensive list of impacts of various
substances into different parts of the environment, as well as an outline of the consumption of
various resources. The interpretation of these results is difficult and they are therefore grouped
together in life cycle assessments in a more accessible form through classification and
characterisation. The results are then presented as various environmental indicators that express the
relative degree of seriousness within an environmental impact category. These indicators may be
expressed on two different levels: midpoint and endpoint.



Midpoint
- a measure of damage potential – the relative contribution of different substances to
a potential environmental impact
- involves less uncertainty and a more detailed and comprehensive representation of
different types of environmental impact, although it is more difficult to interpret



Endpoint
- comparison of various potential environmental impact of anticipated, observable
environmental damage
- involves a considerable degree of uncertainty but is easier to communicate and
interpret

Modelling
Environmental impact modelling is based on environmental mechanisms or so called cause and effect
chains in which an environmental impact is translated into an impact within an environmental
category. An environmental mechanism represents a series of impacts that collectively cause a
certain level of damage/harm to, for example, human health or eco systems.
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An example of such a mechanism is climate change, in which we are aware that a number of
substances contribute to an increase in radiative forcing, thus preventing the radiation of heat from
the earth. This means that more energy becomes trapped on the earth causing a subsequent rise in
temperature. As a consequence of this we may expect changes to occur in the habitats of living
organisms, as well as the risk of certain species being wiped out.
Uncertainty
The example shows that the further the cause and effect chain extends, the greater the uncertainty.
Radiative forcing is a physically measurable parameter, while the impact it has on temperature
growth is more difficult to determine. An understanding of the changes taking place in habitats is
even more uncertain and, not least, the consequences in terms of elimination of species. As shown in
the example and illustrated in Figure 1, the uncertainty increases considerably the longer attempts
are made to translate environmental impact into actual damage on the environment.

Source: www.lcia-recipe.net
Figure 1: Example of an environmental mechanism. From impact on climate change to eco-system impact.

In the figure, the midpoint indicator represents a CO2 equivalent, while the endpoint indicator
represents loss/elimination of species. The advantage of midpoint indicators is that they have a
relatively low degree of uncertainty. The disadvantage is that many such indicators are needed in
order to take into account the various types of impact s on the environment and it is difficult to
compare different indicators relative to each other. Thus, in some cases, endpoint indicators are
used. The advantage of endpoint indicators is that they group together different environmental
effects into a few main indicators that are easier to understand and communicate. The disadvantage
is that the degree of uncertainty increases considerably.
Figure 1 shows the structure of a method to enable a transition from emissions, via environmental
mechanisms, to midpoint and endpoint indicators.
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Source: www.lcia-recipe.net
Figure 2: Conversion of results from a life cycle inventory into environmental impact categories,
midpoint and endpoint.
The uncertainty in the transition from midpoint to endpoint is not just limited to the fact that a
weighing takes place between different types of environmental impact and their relative
contribution within an environmental impact category, but also because in the transition from
midpoint to endpoint, weighing models for some of the midpoint indicators are missing (indicated by
the red circles in Figure 2). It is important to be aware of the limitations and conditions of both types
of indicators:
o

Endpoint involves a considerable degree of uncertainty but is easier to communicate and
interpret.

o

Midpoint involves less uncertainty and provides a more detailed and comprehensive
representation of different types of environmental impact, although it is more difficult to
interpret.

Note: The figures and discussion are based on ReCiPe impact assessment methodology. ReCiPe is the
latest European impact assessment methodology for life cycle assessments, developed in order to
update existing methodology and connect category-by-category midpoint methodology with
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damage-orientated endpoint methodology[1]. MiSA recommends the use of ReCiPe as the standard
impact assessment methodology for European LCA studies.
[1]

ReCiPe is an update of CML2 baseline and Eco-indicator 99. It links together the midpoint
methodology from CML2 with the damage-orientated Eco-indicator 99 methodology.
The methodology has been extensively documented and is available in report form from:
http://www.lcia-recipe.net./.

APPENDIX 2: QUANTITY DATA FOR THE FOLLO LINE
Quantity data for the construction phase has been procured from the project’s cost calculations and
adapted to the format suitable for the life cycle assessment, and SimaPro.
The conditions and delimitations that form the basis of the calculations are documented in quantity
data tables for:
- Entry to Oslo Central Station
- Single bore tunnel
- Twin bore tunnel
- Entry to Ski station
Quantity data for operation and maintenance has been procured from the Norwegian National Rail
Administration’s technical regulations: Maintenance – Generic work routines and LCC analysis of the
Follo Line (15157/15278 – Revised LCC analysis of a new double track line on the Follo Line – tunnel
section estimate).
The generic work routines are regarded as being relatively detailed and the scope of work for
individual operations would appear to be too large. Thus, the maintenance and operation system has
been developed in accordance with generic work routines, but with figures from the LCC analysis, or
separate assumptions/assessments.
Conditions and sources have been documented in quantity data tables for:
- Area 1 (Oslo Central Station)
- Area 2 (tunnel)
- Area 3 (Ski open section)

New double track Oslo – Ski
Area 1: Entry to Oslo S
Alternative: 4IC2
Summary main quantities
Rev

Date:
05.01.2011

Description
First edition

Sign
erg

Main figures for the area. CONSTRUCTION.
Total length of new track (calculated as single track )
Open section, (calculated as single track)
Concrete crate/-tunnel section (calculated as single
track)
Concrete crate, 1 track
Concrete tunnel, 1 track
Concrete crate, 2 tracks or more
Concrete tunnel, 2 tracks or more
Rebuilt concrete tunnel
Extraction of soil masses
Extraction of rock masses
Excess masses

7 000
2 385
4 615

m
m
m

330
310
390
500
510

m
m
m
m
m

200 000
10 000
145 000

pfm3
pfm3
pfm3

Input quantities for the LCA of the Follo Line. CONSTRUCTION.
Consumption
Use of machinery (wear and tear)
Diesel (fuel consumption)
Electricity
Building stocks
Gravel
LWA
EPS and PS
Input
Explosives
Injection, cement
Injection, polyurethane, epoxy
Other input materials, chalk
Cables/wires etc.
Plastic
Copper
Aluminum
Concrete
Concrete cast (excl. reinforcement steel)
Support work, in situ (excl. reinforcement steel)
Concrete elements (excl. reinforcement steel)
Steel
Steel: Construction (high quality)
Steel: Bore steel and bolts
Steel: Reinforcement and sheet piles (low quality)
Electrical installations (quantity not included above)
Lightning (emergency)
Ventilation (fans)
Signaling systems
Transformers
Telecommunication systems

17 263 hours
474 856 liter
693 420 kWh
83 600 ton
0 ton
0 ton
17
21 300
0
3 700

ton
ton
ton
ton

42 ton
12 ton
14 ton
53 138 m3
0 m3
1 999 m3
867 ton
0 ton
20 334 ton

1 083
8
7 000
2
7 000

pieces
pieces
lm track
pieces
lm track

New double track Oslo – Ski
Area 2: Tunnel section
Alternative: Alt9-whitout open section-1-tube-200km/h
Summary main quantities
Rev

Date:
24.09.2010
29.09.2010

Description
First “final” edition. Updated layout
Updated with signaling and telecommunication systems from Atkins

Main figures (alt.1 tube). CONSTRUCTION
Total length of new track (calculated as single track )

40 410 m

Open section, single track
Open section, double track
Concrete tunnel, single track
Concrete tunnel, double track
Rock tunnel, single track
Rock tunnel, double track
Escape tunnels and cross connections
Adits

0
0
0
25
8 340
16 035
8 980
5 540

Extraction of soil masses
Extraction of rock masses

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

1 000 pfm3
3 060 000 pfm3

Input values for the LCA of the Follo Line. CONSTRUCTION.
Consumption
Use of machinery (wear and tear)
Diesel (fuel consumption)
Electricity
Building stocks
Gravel
LWA
EPS and PS
Input
Explosives
Injection, cement
Injection, polyurethane, epoxy
Other input materials, chalk
Cables/wires etc.
Plastic
Copper
Aluminum
Concrete
Concrete cast (excl. reinforcement steel)
Support work, in situ (excl. reinforcement steel)
Concrete elements (excl. reinforcement steel)
Steel
Steel: Construction (high quality)
Steel: Bore steel and bolts
Steel: Reinforcement and sheet piles (low quality)
Electrical installations (quantity not included
above)
Lightning (emergency)
Ventilation (fans)
Signaling systems
Transformers
Telecommunication systems

249 267 hours
8 785 502 liters
125 494 330 kWh
630 653 ton
0 ton
227 ton
5 198
70 056
3 892
0

ton
ton
ton
ton

364 ton
68 ton
88 ton
1 100 m3
55 575 m3
122 955 m3
4 849 ton
2 542 ton
20 597 ton

20 579
118
40 410
22
40 410

pieces
pieces
lm track
pieces
lm track

Sign
erg
erg

New double track Oslo – Ski
Area 2: Tunnel section
Alternative: Alt9-without open section-2-tubes-200km/h
Summary main quantities
Rev

Date:
24.09.2010
29.09.2010

Description
First “final” edition. Updated layout
Updated with signaling and telecommunication systems from Atkins

Main figures (alt. 2 tubes). CONSTRUCTION
Total length for new track (calculated as single track )

40 537 m

Open section, single track
Open section, double track
Concrete tunnel, single track
Concrete tunnel, double track
Rock tunnel, single track
Rock tunnel, double track
Escape tunnels and cross connections
Adits

0
0
48
0
40 489
0
1 510
5 540

Extraction of soil masses
Extraction of rock masses

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

19 000 pfm3
3 154 000 pfm3

Input values for the LCA of the Follo Line. CONSTRUCTION.
Consumption
Use of machinery (wear and tear)
Diesel (fuel consumption)
Electricity
Building stocks
Gravel
LWA
EPS and PS
Input
Explosives
Injection, cement
Injection, polyurethane, epoxy
Other input materials, chalk
Cables/wires etc.
Plastic
Copper
Aluminum
Concrete
Concrete cast (excl. reinforcement steel)
Support work, in situ (excl. reinforcement steel)
Concrete elements (excl. reinforcement steel)
Steel
Steel: Construction (high quality)
Steel: Bore steel and bolts
Steel: Reinforcement and sheet piles (low quality)
Electrical installations (quantity not included
above)
Lightning (emergency)
Ventilation (fans)
Signaling systems
Transformers
Telecommunication systems

275 873 hours
9 895 893 liters
154 001 955 kWh
812 264 ton
0 ton
323 ton
5 359
85 743
4 764
0

ton
ton
ton
ton

365 ton
68 ton
88 ton
1 100 m3
87 900 m3
169 687 m3
4 864 ton
4 117 ton
28 203 ton

17 500
118
40 537
22
40 537

pieces
pieces
lm track
pieces
lm track

Sign
erg
erg

New double track Oslo – Ski
Area 3: Open section, Entry to Ski N
Alternative: 5
Summary main quantities
Rev

Date:
24.09.2010
29.09.2010

Description
First “final” version. Updated layout
Updated with signaling and telecommunication systems from Atkins

Main figures. CONSTRUCTION
Total length for new track (calculated as a single track )

4 400 m

Open section, single track
Open section, double track
Concrete tunnel, single track
Concrete tunnel, double track
Rock tunnel, single track
Rock tunnel, double track
Escape tunnels and cross connections
Adits

1 860
940
340
160
0
0
0
0

Extraction of soil masses
Extraction of rock masses

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

135 000 pfm3
50 000 pfm3

Input values for the LCA of the Follo Line. CONSTRUCTION.
Consumption
Use of machinery (wear and tear)
Diesel (fuel consumption)
Electricity
Building stocks
Gravel
LWA
EPS and PS
Input
Explosives
Injection, cement
Injection, polyurethane, epoxy
Other input materials, chalk
Cables/wires etc.
Plastic
Copper
Aluminum
Concrete
Concrete cast (excl. reinforcement steel)
Support work, in situ (excl. reinforcement steel)
Concrete elements (excl. reinforcement steel)
Steel
Steel: Construction (high quality)
Steel: Bore steel and bolts
Steel: Reinforcement and sheet piles (low quality)
Electrical installations (quantity not included above)
Lightning (emergency)
Ventilation (fans)
Signaling systems
Transformers
Telecommunication systems

18 114 hours
519 499 liters
58 344 kWh
87 120 ton
0 ton
0 ton
85
0
0
0

ton
ton
ton
ton

0 ton
7 ton
7 ton
12 500 m3
0 m3
1 257 m3
578 ton
0 ton
4 810 ton

0
0
4 400
1
4 400

pieces
pieces
lm track
pieces
lm track

Sign
erg
erg

New double track Oslo – Ski
Area 1: Entry to Oslo S
Alternative: 4IC2
Operation and maintenance for 60 years.
Summary of input quantities – basis for the LCA for the Follo Line
Rev
0

Date:
27.01.2011

Description
First draft

Sign
ÅHO

Input quantities for the LCA of the Follo Line.
Consumption
Use of machinery (wear and tear)
Robel + equipment
Dynamometer car Roger 1000
Packing machine
Complete set of machines for gravel cleansing
Grinding train
Excavator
Diesel (fuel consumption)
Electricity
Building stocks
Gravel
LWA
EPS and PS
Input
Explosives
Injection, cement
Injection, polyurethane, epoxy
Other input materials, chalk
Cables/wires etc.
Plastic
Copper
Aluminum
Concrete
Concrete cast (excl. reinforcement steel)
Support work, in situ (excl. reinforcement steel)
Concrete elements (excl. reinforcement steel)
Steel
Steel: Construction (high quality)
Steel: Bore steel and bolts
Steel: Reinforcement and sheet piles (low quality)
Electrical installations
Lightning (emergency)
Ventilation (fans)
Signaling systems
Transformers
Telecommunication systems
Pumps
Other
Vegetation control
Grinding wheels
Wood
Paint
Water
Soap for tunnel washing

43 605
252
875
280
140
223
1 034 710
72 237 960

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
liters
kWh

21 519 ton
0 ton
0 ton
0
0
0
0

ton
ton
ton
ton

1 ton
19 ton
16 ton
0 m3
0 m3
2303 m3
1 861 ton
0 ton
371 ton

1 700
32
21 000
4
28 000
60
2 400
8
0
0
612
2

pieces
pieces
lm track
pieces
lm track
pieces
liter
ton
m3
liter
m3
m3

New double track Oslo – Ski
Area 2: Tunnel section
Alternative: Alt9-without open section-2 tubes-200km/hour
Operation and maintenance for 60 years.
Summary of input quantities – basis for the LCA for the Follo Line
Rev
0

Date:
24.09.2010

Description
Estimates for environmental impact assessment

Sign
ÅHO

Input quantities for the LCA of the Follo Line.
Consumption
Use of machinery (wear and tear)
Robel + equipment
Dynamometer car Roger 1000
Packing machine
Complete set of machines for gravel cleansing
Grinding train
Excavator
Diesel (fuel consumption)
Electricity
Building stock
Gravel
LWA
EPS and PS
Input
Explosives
Injection, cement
Injection, polyurethane, epoxy
Other input materials, chalk
Cables/wires etc.
Plastic
Copper
Aluminum
Concrete
Concrete cast (excl. reinforcement steel)
Support work, in situ (excl. reinforcement steel)
Concrete elements (excl. reinforcement steel)
Steel
Steel: Construction (high quality)
Steel: Bore steel and bolts
Steel: Reinforcement and sheet piles (low quality)
Electrical installations
Lightning (emergency)
Ventilation (fans)
Signaling systems
Transformers
Telecommunication systems
Pumps
Other
Vegetation control
Grinding wheels
Wood
Paint
Water
Soap for tunnel washing

93 591
1 459
5 067
1 621
811
1 557
2 836 599
16 627
380

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
liters
kWh

124 618 ton
0 ton
407 ton
0
0
0
0

ton
ton
ton
ton

4 ton
111 ton
105 ton
0 m3
0 m3
214 241 m3
12 039 ton
0 ton
34 286 ton

33 781
472
121 611
44
162 148
30
0
45
0
0
12 161
36

pieces
pieces
lm track
pieces
lm track
Pieces
liter
ton
m3
liter
m3
m3

New double track Oslo – Ski
Area 2: Tunnel section
Alternative: Alt9-without open section-1 tube-200km/hour
Operation and maintenance for 60 years.
Summary of input quantities – basis for the LCA for the Follo Line
Rev
0

Date:
24.09.2010

Description
Estimates for environmental impact assessment

Sign
ÅHO

Input quantities for the LCA of the Follo Line.
Consumption
Use of machinery (wear and tear)
Robel + equipment
Dynamometer car Roger 1000
Packing machine
Complete set of machines for gravel cleansing
Grinding train
Excavator
Diesel (fuel consumption)
Electricity
Building stocks
Gravel
LWA
EPS and PS
Input
Explosives
Injection, cement
Injection, polyurethane, epoxy
Other input materials, chalk
Cables/wires etc.
Plastic
Copper
Aluminum
Concrete
Concrete cast (excl. reinforcement steel)
Support work, in situ (excl. reinforcement steel)
Concrete elements (excl. reinforcement steel)
Steel
Steel: Construction (high quality)
Steel: Bore steel and bolts
Steel: Reinforcement and sheet piles (low quality)
Electrical installations
Lightning (emergency)
Ventilation (fans)
Signaling systems
Transformers
Telecommunication systems
Pumps
Other
Vegetation control
Grinding wheels
Wood
Paint
Water
Soap for tunnel washing

80 438
1 459
5 067
1 621
811
1 050
2 565 930
16 627 380

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
liters
kWh

124 618 ton
0 ton
256 ton
0
0
0
0

ton
ton
ton
ton

3 ton
111 ton
105 ton
0 m3
0 m3
139 158 m3
12 033 ton
0 ton
22 273 ton
16 890
472
121 611
88
162 148
30
0
45
0
0
6 081
18

pieces
pieces
lm track
pieces
lm track
pieces
liter
ton
m3
liter
m3
m3

New double track Oslo – Ski
Area 3: Open section, Entry to Ski N
Operation and maintenance for 60 years.
Summary of input quantities – basis for the LCA for the Follo Line
Rev
0

Date:
24.09.2010

Description
Estimates for environmental impact assessment

Sign
ÅHO

Input quantities for the LCA of the Follo Line.
Consumption
Use of machinery (wear and tear)
Robel + equipment
Dynamometer car Roger 1000
Packing machine
Complete set of machines for gravel cleansing
Grinding train
Excavator
Diesel (fuel consumption)
Electricity
Building stocks
Gravel
LWA
EPS and PS
Input
Explosives
Injection, cement
Injection, polyurethane, epoxy
Other input materials, chalk
Cables/wires etc.
Plastic
Copper
Aluminum
Concrete
Concrete cast (excl. reinforcement steel)
Support work, in situ (excl. reinforcement steel)
Concrete elements (excl. reinforcement steel)
Steel
Steel: Construction (high quality)
Steel: Bore steel and bolts
Steel: Reinforcement and sheet piles (low quality)
Electrical installations
Lightning (emergency)
Ventilation (fans)
Signaling systems
Transformers
Telecommunication systems
Pumps
Other
Vegetation control
Grinding wheels
Wood
Paint
Water
Soap for tunnel washing

13 547
158
550
176
88
893
396 441
0

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
liters
kWh

13 526 ton
0 ton
0 ton
0
0
0
0

ton
ton
ton
ton

0 ton
12 ton
7 ton
0 m3
0 m3
1 060 m3
1 371 ton
0 ton
189 ton
83
0
13 200
10
17 600
0

pieces
pieces
lm track
pieces
lm track
Pieces

2 400
5
360
12 800
30
0

liter
ton
m3
liter
m3
m3

Main quantities per calculated alternative

2-tube
tunnel
60
40.5
20.3
40.5
40.5
0
0
4
0
0
0
507
2
67562
0
40
0
40.5
0
0
20.3
162.1
6
90
3.5
3.98

1-tube
tunnel
60
40.5
20.3
20.3
40.5
0
0
2
0
0
0
253
1
67562
0
40
0
20.3
0
0
20.3
81.1
6
90
3.5
5.02

Entry to Ski N
(open section)
60
4.4
1.1
0.1
0
4.4
1
0
0.23
22
1
0
22
7333
4.4
0
40
0
8.8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Unit

20%
19.9
0
0
118
1200

20%
25.1
0
0
118
1200

0
0
2000
2000
0
0

%
m
m
m
m
hours/year

Transformers

917

917

917

m

Emergency lightning, c/c
Escape doors, c/c
Escape tunnels
Noise-deflection wall, m3 wood per lm
Fence (assumed kg steel per lm)

2.4
625
7
0
0

2.4
0
7
0
0

0
0
0
0.075
4

m
m
pieces
m3/m
kg/m

Period of analysis
Track length
Section length
Tunnel length
Track length in tunnel
Open track length
Length of open section
Tunnel portal
Retaining wall
sub drain
Stream tunnel
Manhole for rodding
Sand catch pit
Sleepers
Track length with steel masts
Suspension mast/boom in tunnel, aluminum
Posts and booms in the open, Steel
Drain pipe
Track ditch (open)
Drainage ditch (other)
Firewater pipe
Firewater outlet
Number of pumps
Total pumping power
Operation hour per pump per day
Concrete volume in wall and roof element
Share of wall and roof element with frost
insulation
Lining length
Fence
Noise-deflection wall
Fans, quantity
Fans, operation time

Year
km
km
km
pieces
pieces
km
pieces
km
pieces
pieces
pieces
pieces
pieces
km
m
m
km
km
km
km
pieces
pieces
kW
hours
m3/m

Comment

460 m2, assume average height 2m
c/c 200 m in open section
100 m
c/c 80 m in tunnel
c/c 0,6 m
c/c
c/c

2 per 250 m (1 per tube)

Assume 10h/day when below zero
degrees
c/c (1 covers both tubes in a 2 tube
tunnel)
c/c
c/c
30 mm cover boarding, 2.5 m height
Lattice fence, height 2 m

Machine conditions
Diesel consumption
‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’
‘’
Ballast cleansing
‘’
Lorry
‘’
Track alignment
Sleeper
‘’
Wall and roof element
‘’

Robel
Dynamometer car
Track alignment vehicle
Ballast cleaning
Grinding train
Excavator
Lorry
Advancement
Ballast requirement
Driving speed
Load capacity
Advancement
Replacement, single
Replacement, systematic
Advancement for replacement
Advancement, inspection

Value
20
75
30
250
187
15
0.5
60
0.5
60
20
1200
0.25
0.05
5
1

Unit
l/h
l/h
l/h
l/h
l/h
l/h
l/km
m/h
m3/m
km/h
m3
m/h
h/piece
h/piece
m/h
km/h

‘’
CL(+return, soil)
Suspension mast

Advancement, washing
Advancement for replacement
Advancement for replacement

800
100
4

m/h
m/h
piece/h

4
0.5
100
100
1
20
200
10
5
333
2000
40
800
400
1000
100
15
32

piece/h
piece/h
m/t
m/t
km/h
km(h
m/2
m/2
m/h
m/h
m/h
m/h
m/h
m/h
m/h
m/h
km
kW/piece

Boom
Advancement for replacement
Mast and boom in the open
Advancement for replacement
Signaling systems
Advancement for replacement
Telecommunication system
Advancement for replacement
Edge mower
Advancement
Vegetation spray
Advancement
Brick wall
Advancement for inspection
Fence
Advancement for replacement
Noise-deflection wall
Advancement for replacement
G-vul
Advancement
Track ditch
Inspection speed
Track ditch
Scaling
Drainpipe
Flushing
Rail
Advancement for replacement
Rail
Advancement for grinding
Cable duct
Advancement for replacement
Transport length from quarry to Ski S t/r
Fan

Comment

20l(h for packing machine)
Incl. all machines incl. fright of gravel on the track
According to the Baneservice

Ref. article in the Jernbanemagasinet
25% of 2m3 are replaced 1-3m/3m according to BBE

Average for packing machines (from Ulf R.)
20 sl./h
Ref. Chr. Rønn. (Alternative 2m/h). Its assumed demolition
and re-installment
1.2 km/h in road tunnels, but these have better lightning
Assumed advancement, assumed performed
simultaneously as replacement of lining

The machine central

(lcc)
Assumed
Assumed
(lcc)
(lcc)
Baneservice (LCC gives 35% more)
Assumed
Assume same effect as the Romeriksporten

Material properties
Steel density
Plastic, density drainage line (2 pieces)
Plastic, weight fire water line (1 piece)
Gravel density
Rail weight
Water use for washing of walls and roof

Value
8
4
10
2.2
60
0.05

Unit
ton/m3
kg/m
kg/m
ton/m3
kg/m
m3/m

Soap additives when washing tunnels
CL-weight
Return wire – weight (Al)
Ground wire (Cu)
Retaining mast in tunnel
Boom (Al)
Posts in the open
Booms in the open
Escape door (steel)
PE, thickness
PE, density
Sleeper volume
Fasteners
Reinforcement steel in concrete elements, volume
Noise-deflection wall, paint consumption
Fence, paint consumption
Grinding wheels for rail grinding

3
0.89
0.68
0.8
20
12
450
50
50
0.05
0.04
0.104
3
2%
0.1
0.025
55

‰
kg/m
kg/m
kg/m
kg/piece
kg/piece
kg/piece
kg/piece
kg/piece
m
ton/m3
m3/piece
mg/piece
%
l/m2
l/m2
kg/h

Comment

Equivalent to a high consumption in road
tunnels
from 2 – 5‰ in road tunnels
Per lm, 2 pieces are used per track

